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GSU ARCHIVES 
Win.s Most Award 
-
� -
Governors State University· . 
-- ....... 
ISSC Bill is 
Introduced to 
Help Students 
Springfield, Illinois, March 3, 
1976 - College students who 
expected cuts in their Illinois 
State Scholarship Commission 
< ISSCJ grants for the second 
semester and spring quarter 
might be in luck, according to 
Doug Diggle of the Association of 
Illinois Student Governments. 
"Senators Thomas Hynes and 
S t a n ley W e a v e r a n d  
Representatives Giddy Dyer and 
Robert Mann have co-sponsored 
a resolution asking Illinois 
college officials to refrain from 
billing students until the General 
A s s e mb l y  h a s  c o ns i d e r e d  
supplemental legislation," said 
Diggle, Chairman of AISG's 
Legislative Action Committee. 
Diggle said the action was 
instigated by AISC in response to 
the proposed 12 to 18 percent cuts 
in ISSC full-time grants. "Many 
students will undergo serious 
financial difficulty if they are 
required to pay tuition and fees 
that were to have been subsidized 
by the grants," he said. "U they 
are billed before the General 
Assembly has a chance to 
examine and possibly enact a 
supplemental appropriation, the 
State could lose up to $460,000 in 
administrative costs," Diggle 
said. 
"Governor Walker publicly 
Turnto pa .. 9 
. 
1 L1 ...... 0 
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GSU Jazz enesmble wins most awards of any college jazz group in history. See Scratch offer on page 
4. 
'GSU Evaluation Report' 
Research and Innovation: 
Presented herewith is an 
e xc e r p t  from t h e  annual 
Research and Evaluation report 
"Perceptions of Administrative 
Uniteds" H-76. An evaluation of 
Administrative and Faculty 
p r o f e s s i o n a l s  b y  o t h e r  
professionals, the results of the 
polling reveal some interesting 
observations. 
segments of GSU and should not 
be considered as the overriding 
measure of unit or University 
effectiveness. 
Purpose 
Poll Raises Quesll•s • 
Collectlwe Barganlng 
Included in this report but not 
printed here are the results of a 
s e l f- eval u a t i o n  i n  w h i c h  
Administration and Research 
and innovation gave themselves 
a 4.0 on several evaluations, the 
only unit to do so. The excerpted 
report is on page 16. 
The purpose of this study is to 
measure the perceptions of the 
professional staff of GSU on the 
effectiveness of the major ad ­
mini st r a t ive uni ts of the 
University. The degree of ef ­
fectiveness the various units are 
perceived to have had in meeting 
several generic goals over the 
Research and Evaluation 
Report N4-76 
Introduction 
This is the fifth year that the 
Con tinue on page 16 
Seepage4 
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·"Violence Feared 
in College 
Dispute" 
It was this headline which 
blazoned across the Chicago 
Defender last Wednesday. A 
rally Friday climaxed a series 
of Retreats by the participants 
of what appears to be a 
standoff. Printed here is an 
article from the Defender by 
Robert McClory. 
Venturing that an outbreak of 
violence may be imminent at 
Governors State University 
( GSU> in Park Forest South, a 
group of South suburban 
ministers will  attempt to 
mediate the festering dispute 
between school officials and the 
GSU Black Caucus. 
"There is a n  e xplosive 
situation on Campus," said the 
Rev. Junius Dudley, a member 
of the ministers' organization. 
"An atmosphere of repression 
is developing, and we hope to 
head off trouble." 
The ministers have scheduled 
a public rally at Christ Temple 
Baptist Church, 16200 S. Wood, 
in Markham, Friday at 8 p.m. to 
discuss the problems. Dudley 
said we are also seeking a 
meeting with GSU's president, 
Dr. William Engbretson. 
The 4,500-student university, 
with a 38 per cent black 
enrollment, has been embroiled 
in controversy for several 
months as a result of shifts in 
curriculum and staff. Members 
of the Black Caucus contend 
that moves are an effort to limit 
black enrollment. Dr. William 
Moore, professor of urban 
education and a caucus leader, 
delcared a recent ali-day 
negotiating session between 
students and administration 
"accomplished nothing. In fact, 
Con t.page 3 
F r e sn o ,  C a l i f .-U.P.>-A 
majority of more than 500 college 
presidents and faculty union 
leaders responding to a survey on 
t h e  i m p a c t  of c o l l e c t i v e  
bargaining agreed it will "in­
crease the influence of outside 
agencies, arbitrators, courts, or 
state agencies on the campus." 
that collective bargaining will 
c ause sp eci a l ists, s u ch as 
lawyers and managt!ment ex­
perts, to replace generalists in 
campus administration. "Despite 
increasing n umbers, middle­
l e v e l  a d m i n i s t r a t o r s -
department chairpersons and 
deans - are likely to feel that 
bargaining goes on at their ex­
pense," the authors note. 
"Perceptions of Administrative 
Units Survey" has been con­
ducted at GSU. Although the 
questions addressed in this 
survey are of a relatively general 
nature, response patterns seem 
to reflect the general atmosphere 
at the University. The last three 
years ( 1973, 1974, 1975) showed a 
definite negative trend in per­
ceptions. This year's data seems 
to indicate an abatement of that 
decline and possibly an upward 
trend (though quite small). This 
study is only one measure of the 
effectiveness of the various 
GSU Student Government 
Appoints GSU SG President 
Results of the survey by J. 
Victor Baldridge, assistant vice- · 
president for academic affairs at 
California State University, 
Fresno, and Frank R. Kemerer, 
assistant to the president at the 
State University College of Arts 
and Sciences at Geneseo, N.Y.-
More than two-thirds of the 
presidents, compared to one­
third of the union leaders, agreed 
"If s u c c e ss f u l ,  f a c u l t y  
unionization will add one more 
interest group to campus politics, 
thus complicating the decision 
process even further and con­
stituting a potential veto to 
organization change_ In the 
Con tlnuecl on page 12 
Pagel 
A student government has been 
formed at GSU according to its 
President  "T here isn't a 
University in the country in 
which it is illegal to have a 
student government. I have found 
that at GSU, students have no 
voice because no-one listens. 
Therefore I have formed a 
student government here to 
accomplish that purpose. Until 
further notice I appoint myseH 
President," the student said. 
All correspondence concerning 
student governance shall be 
addressed to: President of the 
Student Government, post office 
box 1, c/o The Innovator, 
Governors State University, 
Park Forest South, lli. 
Love is not love if you have to think about it 
Student at GSU 
Names ' Sympology' 
Heralded as the closest man 
has come to common language, 
Sympology was born on the 
Midwest plains at Illinois ex­
p e r i m e n t a l  and inn o v a t i v e  
Governor's State University. 
"Not something new, and 
co m m o n l y· used ," t h e  GSU 
student said, "Sympology is used r e 1 i g i o n  s , t h o u s  a n d s o f  "It is time," the student said, 
in one half of mathematics, was philosophies, the retardation of "for empirical science to reduce 
the "Common tongue" that built cross-assi mulation of knowledge their knowledge to the common 
the tower of Babel and preceded between the sci e n c e s ,  the language of the people, not so 
the counfouding speech used by retardation of intuitive growth, much to educate those common 
and between Indjviduals and and intellectual obresity like this people, but to make possible 
their nations, between children sentence. u n d e r s t and ing between all  
and adults, between women and Sympology is the common scientists. 
men, between white and black, language expressing that which Everything that can be ex-
good and bad, and so on. is in its simplist terms. plained can be said. If everything 
That divided meaning and All sympol is simple but not all was said simply, why don't we 
Language is a tool to be used <It 
sometimes uses us) to com­
municate, not confound. 
The sym po l  (simple> ex­
pression tells it, use it. The time 
has come to stop confusing the 
children," the GSU Student said. 
The first principle of synthesis, 
(A plus Bl L equals C, 
brought about hundreds of " know what we would simply say? 
�------------------------ --�----------------------�----��-----------, 
stated S)mpologJCally is "This 
p l us t h a t  i n  t h e  p r o p e r  
relationship is something else. 
Bog meeting at GSU during which students request for intervention is denied. "We want GSU to be in­
novative ... but don'task for more money." The BOG President added. 
lltUl the meeting after by Rev. MS. E. T. Evens 
On March 18, 1976, the Board of 
Governors met at G.S.U. As with 
most meetings of this sort, a very 
definite agenda was set up. 
eedl.es& to say, many of the 
particulars on the agenda were 
deemed as being of great 
importance and relevance to the 
B.O.G. The concerned students 
llad made a proper attempt to be 
� on the agenda. Not only 
was tllis effort blocked, but the 
5tudents were going to be 
�tetely ignored. The students 
would like to say that they thank 
God for having a student 
'l!epresentative, Mr. Lincoln 
Ashford, on the B.O.G. that 
urevailed and finally was able to 
obtain a place, not on the regular 
agenda, but a place on an 
i.n•isrbl e  a g e n d a .  T h i s  act 
brought about the meeting after 
t.htt meeting. 
Stude n t s  g a t h e re d  early 
Thursday morning not knowing if 
they would be heard or if their 
desires to be heard were going to 
be recognized. Obtaining a copy 
o( the official agenda and not 
seeing any formal notation, Mr. 
Jerome Sanders, President of 
SSAC, took opportunity of a 
question and answer period to 
pose the question as to whether or 
not the concerned students would 
be heard by the board members. 
We are unable to deal with all 
of the matters that were dealt 
with in the meeting, but we shall 
try and attempt to deal with the 
issue of Bob Lott as presented to 
the board. 
The recent demotion of Mr. 
Robert Lott as Director of 
Student Services has stirred 
indignation within many here at 
G.S.U. While the masses might 
not be seen at all times, the forces 
were made to be felt on 
Thursday, March 18, 1976. The 
board members would stay to 
listen to their problem. We take 
this opportunity to try and share 
with you and other concerned 
people what transpired during the 
meeting, since many of you came 
into the 'meeting to give your 
support. Unfortunately, one of 
the ground rules asked for us to 
abide by was that all persons 
except students be excluded from 
the meeting, although we felt that 
this was not just a student 
problem or a student concerp, but 
a people concern and a people 
problem. We had to comply in 
order to obtain this hearing with 
the few that remained, four to be 
exact. 
The Board members who 
stayed are Peter Lardner, Mrs. 
Walter Relph� and Mr. Leon 
Da v i s .  T h e  s t u d e n t  
representatives who acted as 
leaders on the panel are Lincoln 
Ashford, who is our student 
representative on the B.O.G., 
introducing the members from 
the board who were kind enough 
to avail themselves to listen to 
the students. 
The Rev. Ms. E.T. Evans 
voiced questions to those present. 
The agenda that the students 
would deal from consisted of 
sixteen questions that President 
Engbretson was asked to give 
answer to. Needless to say, the 
President proceed  with his 
usual dialogue, but this time his 
excuses did not hold water. 
Apparently he has been using the 
same bag and it had become 
soggy. Many of his answers did 
not hold water and his usual bags 
of tricks and h i s  p s e u d o  
intellectualizing did not get him 
over with the board members. 
What the president did not give 
credit for this time was that he 
would not be dealing with some 
frustrated, irate students. We, 
the students, did not fall prey to 
his shrewd philosophying or was 
he able to psych our minds out. 
Many of the excuses or answers 
that he gave to the questions 
Page2 
posed was an actual insult to the 
intelligence. 
The perceived reasons for the 
recent demotion of Mr. Robert 
Loll as Director of Student 
Services are as follows: 
1 .  Mr. Lott perceived of an 
organizational structure that 
could best serve the interests of 
those students who "most need" 
support-services. 
<The Ideological Debate Over 
C e n t r a l i z a t i o n  VS . 
Decentralization> 
1 .  Mr. Lott in his understanding 
of student needs held firmly to 
the concept of centralization of 
s e r v i c e s  a n d  o p p o s e d  t o  
d i s s i p a t i o n  o f  s e r v i c e s  -
controlled by each College 
individually: 
2. Mr. Lott understood that the 
racism that controls some or the 
collegial units of GSU would not 
allow minority students the 
ht!nefits they need from Student ' 
Services. He knew that racists 
:.vould determine who served on 
SSAC and what services would be 
rendered. He knew that collegial 
c o n t r o l  w o u l d  s u b s e quently 
dictate how the limited budget of 
Student Services would only 
serve the interest of students who 
could afford some services from 
private agents, e.g., marriage 
and family counseling. 
Because of these and other 
understandings on the part of Mr. 
Lott, the President in his blatant 
expressions of racism; both 
p e r s o n a l  and i n s t i tutional,  
Contents 
without due respect and due 
process, hastily acted negatively 
towards him. Therefore, we 
concerned students "demand the 
reinstatement" of Mr. Lott as 
Director of Student Services. 
Question 1/3 gave the members 
of the board an opportunity to see 
the insensitivity of President 
Engbretson. 
3. Why is it that you didn't call a 
meeting with SSAC members to 
discuss/ inform them of your 
!i n t e n t i o n s  r e g a r d i n g  t h e  
allegation of Mr. Lott's signing 
for student funds without one of 
their representative's signature? 
While most people recognize 
the president as being the 
president and having certain 
powers granted to him, we do feel 
that according to the mandate of 
G.S.U. this is supposed to be a 
humane institution, one that has 
high regard for those concerned 
or involved with the institution, 
but t h e  p r e s i d e n t  s i m p l y  
answered that h e  did not feel nor 
did he think it necessary to confer 
with SSAC. Since SSAC is the only 
official student representative 
body, it would seem that if the 
president were sensitive to the 
needs of the students, he would 
seek out the opinions of the 
students. The president says that 
he talks with students, but 
apparently not the students that 
are really involved with the 
issues of the university. 
To be continued ... 
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Student Government 
. , n 
''Students Bicentennial Vote Note'' 
All powers residing originally 
in the people and being derived 
f r o m  t h e m ,  t h e  s e v e r al 
magistrates and officers of 
g o v e r n m e n t  v e s t e d  w i t h  
authority . . .  are their substitutes 
and agents and are at all times 
a c c o u n t a b l e  t o  t h e m. 
<Massachusetts Constitution of 
1780) . . .  government proceeds 
directly from the people; is 
ordained and established in the 
name of the people, and is 
declared to be ordained in order 
to form a more perfect union, 
establish justice, insure domestic 
tranquility, and secure tile 
blessings of liberty to themselves 
and their posterity . . . 
<McCullough v. Maryland, 1819). 
Accumulation of all powers, 
legislative,  executive,  a n d  
judiciary, in the same hands 
w h e t h e r  h e r e d i t a r y ,  s e l f­
appointed, or elective, may justly 
be pronounced the very definition 
o f  t y r a n n y .  < B a r o n  d e  
Montesquieu-The Spirit of the 
Laws>. 
GUARDS f o r  their  future 
security. Such has been the 
patient sufferance �f G.S.U. 
STUDENTS and such is now the 
necessity which constrains them 
to alter the present systems of 
government at usurpation$, all 
having in direct object the 
establishment of an absolute 
Tyranny over Governors State 
University. 
We, therefore, the Concerned 
Student Representatives of 
G.S.U. submit to the general 
Student Population the following 
alternative t o  the present 
governing system at G.S.U.: 
As a result of students' 
perceptions of needs,  and 
recommendation of  some Board 
of Governors members, and the 
P r e s i d e n t ;  w e  c o n c e r n e d  
s t u d e n t s ,  p r o p o s e  t h e  
establishment of an laternative to 
the present University governing 
system at Governors State 
U n i v e r s i t y .  T h r o u g h  t h e  
establishment o f  a n  official 
Student Government to be called 
"T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  S t u d e n t  
Governance Assembly.'' 
When in the course of human 
events, it becomes necessary for 
one people <STUDENTS> to 
dissolve the political bands which 
have connected them with 
another, and to assume among 
the powers of the earth, the 
separate and equal stations to 
which the Laws of Nature and 
Nature's God entitles them, a 
decent respect to the opinions of 
mankind requires that they 
should declare the causes which 
impel them to the separation. We 
hold these truths to be self­
e v i d e n t ,  t h a t  a l l  m e n  
<STUDENTS> are created equal, 
that they are endowed by their 
creator with certain unalienable 
rights, among these are Life, 
Liberty, and the Pursuit of 
happiness - that to secure these 
r i g h t s ,  g o v e r n m e n t s  a r e  
instituted among men, deriving 
their just powers from the 
c o n s e n t  of t h e  g o v e r n e d  
<STUDENTS> - that whenever 
any form of government 
<G.S.U.'s.administration and its 
pawns) become destructive to 
these ends, it is the right of the 
people <STUDENTS> to alter or 
abolish it, and to institute new 
g o v e r n m e n t ,  l a y i n g  i t s  
foundation on such principles and 
organizing its .powers in such 
form, as to them <STuDENTS> 
shall seem most likely to effect 
their safety and happiness. 
Prudence, indeed, will dictate 
t h a t  g o v e r n m e n t s  l o n g  
established should not  be 
changed for light and transient 
causes; and accordingly all 
experience hath shewn, that 
mankind are more disposed to 
suffer, while evils <PRESIDENT 
and his men/ w o men) are 
sufferable,  than to  right 
themselves by abolishing the 
forms to which they are 
accustomed. But when a long 
train of abuses and usurpations, 
pursuing invariably the same 
object evinces a design to reduce 
them <STUDENTS> under 
absolute depotism, it  is  their 
<STUDENTS> RIGHT, it is their 
d u t y ,  t o  t h r o w  o f f  s u c h  
government, and to provide new 
MAJOR PROBLEMS WITH 
THE CURRENT SYSTEM Violence Feared at GSU 
1. Inadequate representation of 
students. 
2. Discrimination in terms of 
assembly officers. 
3. Lack of focus on problems 
from a student perspective. 
4. Need to practice citizenship 
and government on the part of 
students. 
5. Present system is not 
racially representative of present 
racial student population. 
6. Inability of current system to 
stimulate student and faculty 
participation. 
from poge 1 
repression increased since the 
meeting," he said. 
Among the unresolved issues 
sparking the controversy: 
- Robert Lott, popular black 
director of student services, 
recently was demoted to a 
counsellor position without an 
explanation. 
- Admissions were frozen on 
two of the most attractive 
programs to black students: 
urban teacher education and 
human services. 
- Rumors persist that two 
black GSU deans, Drs. Roy 
Cogdale and Alfonso Sherman, 
are to be fired. Moore himself 
recently was denied tenure 
a l t h o u g h  h i s  d e a n  a n d  
colleagues recommended 
tenure. 
- Students and faculty who 
7. Inability of current system to 
promote communications among 
s t u d e n t s ,  a n d  s t u d e n t s '  
publications. 
As a result of the concern for 
the above stated problems; we, 
concerned students, submit this 
a l t e r n a t i v e  p r o p o s a l  f o r  
consideration and action by 
student body and other citizens of 
the University community. 
'GSU Lack Student 
Government' Engbretson: 
We propose a Bicameral 
Legislative Body: 
PRESIDENT 
STUDENT PROFESSIONAL 
SENATE SENATE 
1. Student Senate composed 
primarily of students with 
representatives from other 
constituencies. 
2 .  P r o f e s s i o n a l  S e n a t e  
composed primarily of faculty 
with representatives from 
s t u d e n t s  a n d  o t h e r  
constituencies. 
3 .  Policies  w i l l  require 
approval of  both senate groups 
before moving to the president. 
"You" will be asked to sign 
petitions and vote for the 
establishment of an official 
student government at G .S. U. 
Following this process "YOU" 
will be asked to VOTE on a name 
< T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  S t u d e n t  
G o v e r n a n c e  A s s e m b l y), 
constitution, and by-laws as 
Hy Anthony C. Wardynski 
Outgoing GSU President Bill 
Engbretson allayed rumors that 
he was going to do away with the 
Student Servic�s Advisory 
Committee in a March 19th 
meeting with members of that 
group. 
Commenting on SSAC's role in 
disbursing student activity funds, 
he expressed satisfaction with its 
competence and responsibility, 
noting that membership on SSAC 
was an invaluable learning 
e x p e r i e n c e  in b u s i n e s s  
management. 
Bill went on to say that what 
GSU does lack is a representative 
student government to provide 
leadership and direction to 
students. He pointed to the recent 
collective bargaining talks at 
which student representatives 
were needed. "There is no titular 
head for the student body 
because there is no student 
government." SSAC does not and 
can not govern, despite the 
defined by Students . . .  WHEN �-
. A_ -r£_ APPROACHED please VOTE c.2hlfll�  
YES! ��\ Do. ff\,�::=::::::..-
overlap between some of SSAC's 
functions and those of the 
University assembly. Both the 
Assembly and SSAC often react 
to crises situations instead of 
acting to avert them. 
SSAC will function as the entity 
to which the president will go for 
information on the facilities and 
needs of students when the Phase 
2 structure is designed and built, 
as it was the course for the 
information in assigning space 
for clubs and organizations in 
Phase 1. 
SSAC also handles student 
c o m p l a i n t s ,  a s  t h e y  a r e  
forwarded there by Bill's office. 
A specific claim is that student 
activity fees should be reduced 
for half and part time students. 
The actual policies under which 
such decisions are made <and 
under which the university 
operates> are formulated by the 
A s s e m b l y ,  o n  w h i c h  a r e  
represented; students, faculty, 
administration, support staff and 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · • C.o'l�fi"'{"\0" 
F���? 
"9 
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have publicly criticized the 
administration have received 
sharp letters of reprimand or 
been ordered to come forth and 
defend themselves before 
university officials. 
Engbretson was unavailable 
for comment. Moore said there 
is a growing movement among 
t h e  s t u d e n t s  t o  i n i t i a t e  
"disruptive actions," including 
a boycott or even a takeover of 
university buildings. 
the outside community. The 
rationale for shifting the blame to 
SSAC is that it is directly 
responsible for the spending of 
student fees. 
Another responsibility of SSAC, 
according to Bill, is to put a stop 
to personal intimidation of 
himself and others who make 
decisions regarding campus 
personnel - he included threats 
to SSAC members. He feels that 
because students look to SSAC for 
leadership its members should 
set a tone for student behavior -
specifically by demonstrating 
that problems can be dealt with 
in an orderly, rational manner 
and that the need for threats or 
violence as a means of achieving · 
goals is not acceptable. 
On a more favorable note, Bill 
said the "Board of Governors is 
committed to keeping GSU on the 
same course as it is." It does not 
want to mold this university into 
a traditional, non-competency 
based ·institution. 
most awards 
SOUTH BEND, Ind. -The most 
awards in t he Notre Dame 
Collegiate Jazz festival were 
again won by Governors State 
University, whose jazz musicians 
will be featured at Brazil's 
"Illinois Week" in Sao Paulo in 
May. 
Five of the 13 Notre Dame jazz 
awards went to GSU: 
Soloist/ saxophone-Earl Free­
man. 
O u t s t a n d i n g  i n  
strumental ist-Earl Freeman. 
Outstanding vocalist-Maryn 
Parker. 
Best com po ser/  arranger' 
-Vandy Harris. 
Outstan ding performance for 
big band- GSU en semble. 
The next highest number of 
awards won by a school were 
three received by Chicago State 
University. 
About 25 0 jazz musician s  
coMpeted from: 
Chicago State University 
Fr e d o n a , 'N . Y . ,  S t a t e 
University College 
Governors State University 
University of Illinois 
Indiana University 
Kent State University 
Massachuset ts  Institute of 
Technology 
Northwestern University 
University of Notre Dame 
Oakland University 
Ohio State University 
Wa sh t e n a w  Com m u n i ty 
Jazz festival 
May7,8.GSU 
The fifth annual junior college 
Jazz Festival to be held by 
Governors State University will 
be Friday and Saturday May 7 
and 8. Included will be a com­
petition for junior college bands 
and clinics to be conducted by the 
judges for both junior college and 
h i g h  s c h o o l  m u s i c i a n s: 
J u d i ca tor s w i l l  be : David 
Baker, Director of Jazz Studies, 
Indiana University . Dr. Andy 
Goodrich, Director of Minority 
Studies Education, University of 
Maryland. Lynn Nicholson, lead 
trumpet with Thad Jones/ Mel 
Lewis big band and formerly with 
Maynard Ferguson and Bud­
dyRich big bands. 
Bruce Early , Director of 
Bands, Aquinas College, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan. The clinics for 
high school and junior college 
musician s will be Friday, May 7 
at 1 p.m. Cost will be $1 .00. 
Semifinalist competition in band 
competition will begin at 6:30 
p.m. with $1 . 50  cost. 
Final ist competition will be at 8 
p.m., consisting of the two best 
bands and two best combos. 
Presentation of awards will be 
at 1 0 :00 p.m. Special packaged 
price arrangements can be made 
for groups of 30 or more. Further 
information may be obtained by 
telep honi ng t he Col lege o f  
CultW'al Studies a t  Governors 
State University, 312/ 534-5000, 
Ext. 2447. 
College 
Western Michigan University. 
A guest band was from East­
man School of Music. 
Judges for the 18th annual 
Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz 
festival were Dan Morgenstern, 
Stan Getz, Malachi Favors, Dave 
Remmington, Bob James, Don 
Moye, and Lew Soloff. 
Funds are being accepted to 
help send the Governors State 
University jazz group to Brazil. 
More information about funds 
necessary is available from the 
director ofGSU jazz, Dr. Warrick 
L. Carter, at 31 2/ 534-5000. 
Several area bu;inesses helped 
to finance GSU jazz musicians 
when they went to Switzerland a s  
one of two United States jazz 
ban ds to participate in the In­
ternational Jazz festival . 
A first album, " GSU Jazz 
Live ! "  has been recorded by the 
GSU jazz band. 
Will you scratch our back 
if we scratch yours? 
Dear Friend and Neighbor: 
Will you scratch our back i f  we 
scratch yours'? 
You send $25 of scratch and 
radio station WBEE gives your 
business three plugs on Saturday, 
April 24, 4-6 p.m. ,  and three on 
Saturday, May 1 ,  3-5 p.m. Us'? We 
get to go to Brazil to represent 
Chicago, Illinois and the U.S. in a 
huge bicentennial celebration. 
We are twenty musicians and 
call ourselves the GSU Jazz 
Ensemble. Let us brag, just for a 
moment. We have won more 
awards in festival competition 
than any college jazz group in 
history. Thousands of our neigh­
bors here in the south suburbs 
have already swung to our sound. 
• But now we've got a chance to 
go international. We've been 
invited by the Brazilian Embassy 
and the Illinois Partners of the 
Americas to present the culture 
of our state and nation to the 
citizens of Brazil. 
The plane leaves May 9. 
And we need money to pay for 
that flight. The Partners are 
covering all our expenses while 
we spend two weeks in Brazil. 
Getting there is the ..,oblem. 'lbe 
State Department baa given us 
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$4,200 toward the trip and we've 
already raised $3,000 ourselves. 
We need only $4,000 more. 
WBEE has generously offered 
to help. They're donating two 
hours of air time on successive 
Saturdays, April 24 and May 1 .  So 
we'll be able to play our sounds, 
tell our story and ask for help live 
on WBEE! We hope to attract 
many pledges. 
And your scratch would really 
help draw the contributions. We 
could say, "Look, Scrooge's Toy 
Shop is on our side. Flip Wilson 
the Undertaker is helping. Won't · 
you help too'?" 
Will you give us a boost in 
getting the show on the road by 
sending your $25 today'? I f  you 
want your six plugs, your check 
should be in  by April 20th. 
Then tune in WBEE (AM 1570) 
on the 24th and 1 st to enjoy some 
great music and get that scratch 
back ! 
Speaking for all twenty En­
semble musicians, I am 
Most sincerely yours, 
Dr. Warrick Carter, Director 
GSU Jazz Ensemble 
P.S. Make your tax deductible 
check payable to: GSU Jazz 
Brazilian trip. 
r-----------------------------1 
I GSU Prlntmakers on Show I I 
I 
Saturday, April 3rd marks the opening of an exhibition of I 
etchings and other works on paper by Six Printmakers from the I 
South suburban area. From April 3rd to April 24th our gallery in I 
Steger will be exhibiting the works of Deborah Bernardi, Catherine I 
Lane, Leone Giroux Middleton, Anne Beechick Richards, Patrice 1 
Schweitzer, and Raymond Silbersdorf. The exhibit of Six 1 
Printmakers will be on display at our gallery at 48 East 34th Street 1 
in Steger, Illinois April 3rd through the 24th of April. The hours are I 
Monday-Thursday 108m to 5pm and 7pm to 10pm, Friday and I 
Saturday 108m to 5pm, and Sundays 1pm to 5pm. For additional I 
���t����!��� -------------J 
If the Earth 
were only a few feet in 
diameter, floating a few feet above 
a field somewhere, people would come from everywhere ro marvel at it. People would walk around it, marvelling at irs big pools of water ars little pools and the water flowing between the pools. People would marvel at the bumps on it, and the holes in it, dnd they would marvel at the very thin layer of gas surrounding ar and the warer suspended in the gas. The people would marvel ar all the creacures walking around the surlilce of che ball, and ac che creatures in che wacer. The people would declare ic as sacred because ac was che only one, and chey would prorecc ac so char ir would nor be hurr. The ball would be che grearesr wonder known, anJ people would come co pra)• ro ic, ro be healed, ro gain knowledge, co know beaury and co wonder how ir could be. People would love ic, and defend ic wirh cheir lives because chey would somehow know char cheir lives, cheir own roundness, could 
be norhing wichouc ir. If che 
Earrh were only a few 
feec in diamecer. 
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What is socialism workshop 
A new free class entitled "What is Socialism" will be held 
Wednesday, Aprill4, at 7:30p.m. in the CCS Student Lounge. The 
class is sponsored by the GSU Socialist Forum. 
Women alone workshop 
WOMAN ALIVE!, INC. a nonprofit org. will present a workshop 
for "The Woman Alone" to be offered at Prairie State College on 
Monday and Tuesday, April 12-13, 1976. The workshop is for 
divorced, widowed or single women as well as for women who are 
interested in becoming more self-sufficient. The 2 day workshop 
will be held at Prairie State College, 197th and Halsted Chicago 
Heights, Ill. from 9 : 00  A.M.-3:00 P.M. both days in the main 
building. 
Women-in society workshop 
A women-in society workshop will be offered twice at the Park 
Forest library. Dr. Harriet Gross of the College of Cultural Studies 
at Governors State University will conduct four sessions May 6, 13, 
and Z1 from 1 to 3 p.m. and June 3, 10, 17 and 23 from 7 to 9 p.m. The 
workshop is oriented to the public and may be taken for credit or 
non-credit. Further information about the women-in society 
workshop may be obtained by telephoning Dr. Gross at 312/ 534-
5000, Ext. 2428. 
Economic Recovery workshop 
Economic forces and policies influencing productivity, 
employment, and trade patterns will be discussed at a world affairs 
conference for consumers, businessmen, workers, professionals, 
and students April 23-24. 
"Economic Recovery : Fact or Fable?" will be the subject of 
third annual South Cook County World Affairs conference at 
Harvey Holiday Inn. 
The chairman of General Motors Corporation, Thomas A. 
Murphy, will keynote the Friday evening session on "Industry, 
Recession, and Recovery." 
Think about nothing 
The Chicago Counseling and Psychotherapy Center, 571 1  South 
Woodlawn, needs people who are willing to talk about their 
personal problems and feelings for 10 sessions with a 
psychotherapist-in-training. Participation should not be seen as 
psychotherapy or as a substitute for psychotherapy, although 
participants will probably find it a useful experience. Participants 
will neither be paid or charged for their sessions. Call684-1800. 
Can't sleep .. 
Volunteers are still being accepted for an insomnia treatment 
program at Governors State University. 
The purpose of the program is to develop and evaluate short-term 
treatments for indivjduals having sleep-onset insomnia, or 
difficulty falling asleep. Pretreatment interviews will be conducted 
to determine eligibility for treatment. Treatment is free, but to be 
included in the program individuals must make a commitment to 
participate for the entire period. 
Sherman principal speaker 
Dr. Alfonso Sherman was principal workshop speaker for Phi 
Delta Kappa's Midwest Regional Conference, which was held at 
Chicago's Palmer House, Saturday, April 3, 1976. The theme of the 
conference was Today's Problems Facing Today's Youths. 
Vets entitled to be buried 
Notice to all veterans! You are entitled to and will be assigned to 
a free burial in Fern Oaks Cemetery Gardens, Inc. 
Your serial number and dlstharge date is required. 
Please fill in all information and mail at once. A certificate of 
your burial property will be furnished you as soon as information is 
verified. <We will also furnish you with valuable information on 
related cash benefits due you from the United States Government. ) 
Please excuse this notice if you won property at Fern Oaks 
Memory Gardens, Inc. ,  or if this reaches you at time of 
bereavement. 
Branch of Service Year Discharge 
Name Telephone No. 
Address Zip Code 
S i n g l e  _________ _:_:_ ____ _: ___ M a r r i ed 
BEEHIVE 
SAC to 
appointBHE 
student 
member 
T h e  S t u d e n t  A d v i s o r y  
t'ommittee to the lllinois Board 
of Higher Education has the 
responsibility, by law, to select 
the student member of the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education. The 
present student member, Mr. 
James Zerkle ( Western lllinois 
University > ,  will conclude his 
term June 3oth of this year. The 
Student Advisory Committee has 
d e c i d e d to c h oose  J i m ' s  
successor at our May 1st, 1976, 
general meeting. The person 
selected at the meeting will serve 
a one year term beginning July 1 ,  
1976. 
T h e  S t u d e n t  A d v i s o r y  
Committee invites students from 
all sectors of Illinois Higher 
Education to apply for this 
position. I respectfully request 
your assistance in making this 
application information available 
t o  y o u r  s t u d e n t  b o d y .  
Furthermore,  the  Student 
Advisory Committee asks each 
institution to forward relevant 
i nformat ion  to i ts s tudent 
publication office. The period for 
filing applications is March 1st 
through April 15th, 1976. All 
applications not postmarked by 
April 15th will be valid but the 
applicant will be required to 
bring 30 c.Jpies of his/ her vita to 
t he May 1 st mee t i n g .  A l l  
applicants are asked t o  be 
present at the May 1st election 
session of the Student Advisory 
Committee general membership 
meeting. Applicants are advised 
to be familiar with the Illinois 
Higher Education System and be 
prepared to participate in an 
extended question and answer 
session prior to voting at the May 
1st meeting. 
The May lst meeting of the 
Student Advisory Committee will 
be held on the campus of IUinois 
State University in Bloomington. 
Details of the May 1st meeting 
will be mailed to all applicants. 
Applicants are also invited to 
attend the April meeting of the 
Student Advisory Committee 
which will be held April lOth in 
the Student Center of Southern 
Illinois University at Carbondale. 
For further informati�n 
contact : Mr. Gregg DeBartolo, 
Chairperson, IBHE Student 
A d v i s o r y  C o m m i t t e e ,  
'I:elephone : 312/ 755-5557 
evenings, 312/ 534-5000 Ext. 2241 
until 5 p.m. 
Inventor's workshop contest 
College and university students all over the country are invited 
by Inventors Workshop International to enter a nationwide 
competition for the most creative and innovative idea/ de­
sign/ product/ invention that a student (or team of students > has to 
offer. The entries may fall into any discipline desired - art, music, 
science, invention, architecture, design, etc. 
The winning items from each school will be displayed in the 
Young Building of the Ventura County Fairgrounds, Ventura, CA 
during the Inventors Bicentennial Expo 3, which will be held from 
May 13 throughMay 15, 1976. 
Inventors Workshop International, a nonprofit, membership 
organization, will furnish at no cost display space of the dimension 
required for the entries. Judging will take place Wednesday 
evening, May 12, and awards totalling over $15,000 will be made at 
ceremonies to be held at 8 :00 P.M. Sunday, May 16, 1976, to the 
three winning students. On hand to make the presentations will be 
astronaut Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin, Congressman Robert J .  
Lagomarsino, actor James Stacy. Judges will be comprised of  the 
sponsors of the contest and experts in the disciplines in which 
entries have been submitted. 
Students should, as soon as possible, notify Inventors Workshop 
International Expo Committee, P.O. Box 251 ,  Tarzana, CA 91356. 
1213/ 344-3375)  of their desire to participate so space can be 
reserved 
space can be reserved. 
The Workshop will endeavor to obtain lodgings for all out-of town 
competing students. 
Gardening at GSU 
Gardening time is here again. Plots 30' x 30' are available to the 
GSU community <students, staff and faculty > at $3.00 per plot. You 
may have more than one plot. To get on the list, bring or send $3.00 
per plot to Dr. L. Fennoy, A1 120, Extensions 2494 or 2492 by April 16, 
1976. After this date, any remaining plots will be available to the 
general public. 
National Medical Week 
NatiCinal Medical Laboratory Week will be observed by 
Governors State University April 1 1- 17. 
The goals of this special week are to ( 1 )  recognize the 
contribution made from medical lab technicians and to enhance 
their image, (2) to call attention to the role played by medical lab 
technicians to the patient public, and (3) recognize the dedication 
to quality health care by practitioners of medical laboratory 
science. 
According to Clementine Coleman, University Professor of 
Health Science, anyone wishing to enter this program must have a 
background in chemistry, biology, and algebra. Applications are 
being accepted for September only. 
For more information about the special week call Ms. Coleman at 
2480. 
E.M.O. receives grant 
The Environmental Management Orientation has received a 
four-month $14,500 grant from the Illinois Institute for 
Environmental Quality to develop "Preliminary Guidelines for 
Benefit Estimation in Economics Impact Studies." The project 
team includes several EAS students. Graduate assistants are Steve 
Harrison, Bobbie Lively and Tom Slowinski. 
********************************** * 
* * 
* The Assembly is asking that all interested parties within the * � "Univ�r ity Comm�nity" . volunteer for �ne of the Standing* 
* comm1ttees or therr cho1ce. The committees consist or the � * following: A. Committee on Educational policies and Programs B. * 
* Committee on lo�iscal Resources. C. Committee on the Future. D. lt � � Committee on Governance E. Com mittee on Human Services. F. : 
* Committee on Physical Resources. The committees will be* 
* composed or representatives or each constituent group in the* � "University ·Community", Faculty, Civil Service, Co�munity * 
* Members and Students. A more complete Description or each : 
* committee is posted outside the g. A.D. Offices. * 
* * 
*********************************** 
. Youth health clinic 
Aunt Martha's Youth Service Center in Park Forest, has opened a Youth Health Clinic. Located 
at 3034 Western, the clinic services young people ages 12 to 19. The clinic offers a variety of health 
related services, and along with a group of trained counselors is staffed by several south suburban 
M.D.'s and Ob/ Gyne.'s, who volunteer their time. Services include; V.D. treatment,. Birth 
control information, pregnancy testing, problem pregnancy counseling, Pap tests, and basic 
anatomical information. The clinic is open two nights a week; Friday, 3 :30 to 6 :30, for a 
mandatory rap session, and the following Tuesday, 7 to 1 1 ,  for medical exams, testing, and 
personel counseling. For further information or an interview, call any of the following numbers. 
Gretchen 'I:homas clinic coordinator 747-3661 
Jenny Humbert, publicity 748-2625 
Aunt Martha's Youth Services, Inc. 747-T/01/  747-T/02 ·-
University Assembly sets pace· 
In order to familiarize students with 
various organizations, the Innovator 
will attempt to write a series of articles 
starting with the 
University Assembly 
The University Assembly has passed 
four resolutions this year. 
( 1 l Assessment of Performance-It is 
the prerogative of the faculty member 
in writing letters of recommendation 
for indivi dual students to decide 
whether to attest to the relative level of 
achievement attained by the student . 
<2 >  Academic Responsibilities - As 
members of the University community, 
students and faculty members take 
u p o n  t h e m s e l v e s  c e r t a i n  
responsibilities and obligations. These 
responsibilities include academic 
performance and social behavior 
consistent with the purpose of the 
University. 
Education at Governors State 
University is competency based. 
Hence, it is fundamental that the work 
a student performs to demonstrate 
competency be the student's own. 
Misrepresentation, inciuding such 
practices as plagiarism, forgery, 
copying on examinations, and use of 
unauthorized materials, is a breach of 
the student 's  o b l i g a t i o n  to the 
University community. Since the 
learning environment varies from 
module to module, the practices which 
spe c i f i c a l l y  v i o l a t e  a c a d e m i c  
responsibility may vary. In general, it 
is each student's responsibility to 
maintain the standards of honesty 
consistent with the objectives of the 
University and of the module in which 
the student is enrolled. It is the module 
coordinator's responsibility to inform 
the students in a module of the 
competencies to be attained in the 
module and the University credit to be 
earned upon completion of the stated 
competencies. The particular methods 
by which the competencies can be 
demonstrated must be clearly stated. 
Students at GSU also have the option 
of requesting credit  based o n  
nonacademic learning experiences. 
The request is normally based on the 
presentation of a portfolio to be 
assessed by faculty members in which 
the student describes and documents 
the previous learning experiences and 
their outcomes. It is the student's 
responsibility to insure that the 
materials pr�nted are an accurate 
and true reflection of the prior learning 
experience. It is the responsibility of 
the assessor to discuss the portfolio 
with the student and explain the basis of 
evaluation. 
The primary function of the faculty at 
Governors State University is to 
participate in high quality education. It 
is their responsibility to employ fair 
and ethical standards in bandling and 
evaluating the work of all students. Any 
violation of this is tantamount to a 
v i o l a t i o n  o f  t h e i r  a c a d e m i c  
responsibilities. I f  there are special 
conditions c oncerning academic 
responsibility expected of the student in 
a particular module, then the module 
' coordinator is responsible for clarifying 
them. · 
Original research papers or works of 
art submitted for the purpose of 
achieving a competency are the 
property o f  the student. The 
coordinator is expected to exercile 
reasonable care in their protection. 
Publication or any other use of the 
student's work must be authorized by 
the student and suitably acknowJedeed. 
If a coordinator does not intend to 
return some work a student is required 
to submit, it is the coordinator's 
responsibility to state this intention at 
the beginning of the module. This is not 
intended to · include examinations 
a d m i n i s t e r e d  d u r i n g  c l a s s .  A 
coordinator is also responsible for 
providing the student with constructive 
feedback on the student's work. 
I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  s pe c i f i c  
responsibilities delineated above, 
students and faculty members are 
expected to maintain high ethical 
s t a n d a r d s  i n  t h e i r  a c e d e m i c  
relationships and communications. 
PROCEDURE FOR GRI EVANCES 
AGAI NST STUDENTS 
Part II  
A.  Complaints alleging student 
violations of academic responsibility 
may originate with the faculty member 
or with another student. For the 
purpose of evaluating such accusations, 
there will be four levels of appeal. Any 
dispute may be settled at any of the 
levels by mutal agreement subject to · 
the conditions listed in section B below. 
Either party may appeal any decision 
to the next higher level if he/ she so 
desires. The levels are: 
1 .  Conference between the students 
and the faculty member. It is expected 
that most disputes will be settled at this 
level. 
2. Conference between the student, 
the faculty member, the Dean of the 
C o l l e g e  o r  d e g r e e  p r o g r a m  
a d m i n is t r a t o r ,  and the Student  
Assistant Dean ( if with the college) .  
3 .  A Collegial Grievance Committee 
which is to be a subcommittee of the 
Collegial Assembly and which is to 
consist of two faculty members plus one 
alternate, and the Dean of the College. 
The student and faculty members will 
be chosen by the Assembly. The 
alternate members will serve in the 
absence of the regular members or in 
case a regular member is a party to the 
dispute. It the situation involves a 
violation of academic responsibility 
with respect to a portfolio for a degree 
· program outside the the collegial 
structure, then this level of appeal is 
omitted. 
4. The Academic Vice President. 
5 .  T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  Ap p e a l s  
Committee. 
8. 1. The maximum penalty for a 
student's first violation of the policy on 
academic responsibility in a module 
shall be denial of credit for the modual 
in which the infraction occurred. 
Before a student can be denied credit 
for the module, the case must be heard 
in conference with the Dean and 
Student Assistant Dean. 
2. The penalty for the second violation 
shall be suspension from the University 
for one trimester. 
3. The penalty for third and 
su bsequent v i o l a t i ons sha l l  be 
expulsion from the University. Before a 
student can be suspended or expelled, 
the case must be heard by the 
University Appeals Committee. 
4. The maximum penalty for a 
violation of academic responsibility in 
the preparation and presentation of a 
portfolio for a degree program outside 
the collegial structure shall be the 
denial ·or access to this method of 
receiving credit.  
5. The exception to the above is:  for 
more serious offenses, such as forgery, 
the penalty shall be determined by the 
collegial review committee. Such cases 
shall be referred directly to the 
collegial review committee. 
turn to ....- 1 3  
Were looking for certain'majors ,  
to become Lieutenants. 
Mechanical  a nd. c iv i l  engineering 
majors . . .  aerospace and. aeronautical engineering majors . . .  majors in elec­
tronics . . .  computer science . . .  mathe-
· matics. 
The Air Force needs people . . .  many 
with the above academic majors. And 
AFROTC has several d i fferent pro­
grams where you can fit . . .  4-year, 
3-yea r, or 2-yea r programs.  Some 
offering full scholarships. All offering 
$100 a month allowance during the last 
two years of the program. Flying oppor­
tunities. And all leading to an Air Force 
�fficer's commission , plus advanced 
education. 
If you'd like to cash in on these Air 
Force benefits, start by looking into the 
Air Force ROTC. 
Put it all together in Air Force.ROTC. 
P�e 1 
E�ilorial You got what you wanted, N ow do you want what you gotl !  
GSU Student Body indolence 
Given 5000 different perspectives, can one more contribute positively to the 
environment here at GSU'? Probably not, but "that" is no reason to remain 
silent. The problem, or solution, always seems to be related to communication 
or the lack of same. Can more communication hurt'? Will less help'? 
This is addressed to those of us at GSU who have no idea of what's going 
down, but want to know. This is not saying we know, ''the problem," only that · 
we know of "a problem". Whether or not "a problem" is "the problem" is a .  
question that can only be answered i n  your own mind. 
Governors State started out in '69 with few students and many "sta!!: ' '  
Problems were handled on a personal level. Years pass, student enrollment 
doubles, triples and eventually overflows. In the interest of efficiency, services 
are streamlined, rules and regulations devised to keep things running 
smoothly . Suddenly there is no time for the personal touch. The effects are 
obvious-it's so damn easy to get mad at a piece of paper. Case closed'? Not 
really. Let's change perspectives for a moment going back a few years again. 
Staff members attempt to create a participatory government system at GSU. 
Committees are formed to develop and implement innovative ideas. To insure 
representation, students are asked to join but what goes down'? Here and there 
one or two students join up. But for the most part the student slots go unfilled. 
After a few years, the members who by virtue of their employment are required 
to sit on those committess become proficient at doing the worJt themselves. 
Isn't it only natural that those who do the work should determine how and what 
should be done'? Maybe not, but it 's natural to think that way. 
O.K. Let's look at another perspective-that of President Englretson. Being 
President, Bill is ultimately responsible for what goes down at GSU. Being only 
human, he has to depend on others for input-but where does his input come 
from? 
A btmch of non-students whose primary concern and competency is efficiency 
who, naturally, feel justified in leaving the students problems to be solved by 
the tudents. 
But wait a minute! Out of 5000 students, only 17 applied for positions on the 
University Assembly Standing committees. Seventeen ! Thats one third of one 
per cent ! 
And zero students have applied for the Committee on Governance which right 
now is writing GSU's constitution. < Two students gave C.G their second 
choice> 
In the recent elections, 229 students participated-four per-cent! 
The commonly heard excuse given by some students is "I 'm here to get my 
degree and get out."  I suppose they actually believe it and most will probably 
carry their "ignorance" with them when they leave. 
Which brings us to the present. What can be done now to get students to 
participate'? 
Why don't we "pay 'em off". Then GSU would have more student participants 
then she would know what to do with. As sick as that may sound, "dollars" can 
be replaced with "credits", they wouldn't know the difference. 
Attack problems, not people 
lfthosepeoplewith black skins are to reduce racial prejudice. overt and covert . 
then they will have to show the rest of us how. Not, necessarily. because the 
rest of us don't know how <which may very will be. the case) ,  but because we are 
content with the status quo. It's much easier to avoid < ignore> that which is 
different than to confront it. Especially when It Is a habit. 
Whites hardly like each other , let alone someone with a different color skin. To 
accept what is, that is, "to accept" is a problem of egocentricity, a concept 
white psychology has yet to explain but always dealt with by "Colored People." 
Whites may have talked a lot about racism but it was the blacks who had to walk 
on the other side of the street. 
If people were to attack the problems people are having, rather than attack the 
people having those problems, then people wouldn't need so many rules and 
regulations which people invent to "protect" people, ironically, from people. 
The IMovator is a student funded and operated communicative 
medium open to all community members, dedicated to maximize 
communication between those members and committed to insure 
compliance of all Institutional mandates as stated in the mission 
and scope of this University. 
Published every other Monday, the IMovator welcomes your 
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Everyone is a victim 
I feel that I must respond to your 
article on, "Racism at GSU Charged". 
! March 15, 1976 issue) 
First of all, I do not believe the article 
pointed out anything that is unique to 
Black's, be they students or faculty 
members. Second, if the administration 
is shafting, I don't think it is selective. 
Third, the article stated that the 
minority caucus meeting, "centered on 
atrocities committed on Black students 
and faculty". The term atrocities is a 
very strong and emotional word, this is 
not the Germany of 1938. 
To me the term atrocities is a 
ridiculous noun used to refer to the 
administration's clogged, red-tape 
machine. These "atrocities" are the 
back-breaker of every student and 
faculty member. I suggest, the Black's 
should n.ot feel the "atrocities" are 
focused only on them, everyone is its 
victim. Your choice to be a victim is 
your own. 
Mary D. Pankau 
Student 
It's all just words at GSU 
On March 18, at approximately 2 
p.m. ,  I attended a meeting of members 
of the student body with some members 
of the Board of Governors of Governors 
State University. The students are to be 
comended in their decorum while 
articulating concerns after what had 
been a frustrating morning and the 
board memebers in their wiUingness to 
listen and reply to those concerns. : 
The real question, however, was 
more than the firing of Bob Lott. The 
q u e s t i o n  w a s  w h e t h e r  t h e  
administration was carrying out the 
mandate of the Board to create an open, 
humane, and innovative university. 
Was the administration OPEN in its 
receptiveness to the needs of the stu­
dent body'? Was the administration 
HUMANE in the way it handled the 
dismissal of Bob LoU'? Was the 
administration capable of being 
INNOVATIVE in light of its past rigid 
policies'? 
The question was more than racism 
since the concerns of the white students 
echoed those of the black students. The 
p o w e r l e s s ,  t h e  u n h e a r d , t h e  
unresponded to are the "niggers" of 
any society. 
I n  my opinion, an educational 
institution's primary purpose is to meet 
the needs of its student body. It is the 
responsibility of the students to make 
the administration cognizant of those 
needs. It is the responsibility of the 
administration to maintain personnel 
who are willing to administer to those 
needs. Hopefully, the March 18th 
meeting will be the first step in using all 
methods available to see that the needs 
of students are met with response and 
not rhetoric. 
Janet Rohdenburg 
What do they remind me of? Blind men trying to thread a needle. 
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ISSC Bill 
from page 1 
stated that he would support 
appropriate legislation to offset 
t h e  ISSC def i c i t .  W e  a re 
opt i m istic that the General 
Assembly will be sympathetic to 
the students placed in the 
unfortunate situation of having 
t h e i r  g r a n t s  c u t .  Severa l 
legislators have already pledged 
support for the legislatio� and we 
hope many more will join in," he 
said. 
The Associat ion of I l l i nois 
Student Governments is an 
a f f i l i a t i o n o f  s t u d e n t  
organiza tions of twenty-one 
col leges and universities in 
Il l inois having a com bined 
enrollment of 170,000. 
Students 
lack 
Moral 
Models 
P i t t s b t,� r g h ,  P a . - C I . P . ) ­
"Today's young people may be 
more moral istic, but are they 
more moral ? We are not so sure. 
Nor are we sure that their 
capacity for self-criticism is 
sufficiently deep to allow them to 
see themselves as clearly as they 
think they do. The faul t  lies not 
entirely with them, of course, but 
with the absence of models within 
the generation which produced 
them. "  
These are among the con­
clusions drawn by Dr. Edward D. 
Eddy,  president of Chatha m 
Col lege where he recen t l y  
completed his fifteenth year as 
president. In a report entitled 
"Fresh Cut Hay," Dr. Eddy 
continues: 
"The young people entering our 
colleges today are, indeed, more 
a w a re o f  t h e  l a rg e r  m o r a l  
issues: integrity in government, 
protection of individual liberty, 
the danger of assum ing that one 
has the only and right answer, 
whatever the problem. But, we 
would add on the basis of our 
observation, the larger concerns 
do not translate easily into 
personal terms. 
" F o r  a g e n e ra t i o n  t h e  
American college and university 
have looked the other way while 
integrity has slipped slowly out of 
the dormitory, the library, and 
ev en t he c l a ssroo m . The 
departure has not been masked 
by righteousness over the big 
moral issues. It is not enough to 
make excuses on the basis of 
changing standards everywhere 
or of t he revel a t i on s  o f  
Watergate. If the academic world 
does not subscribe in action to the 
high level it sets for itself, it is 
guilty of corrosive hypocrisy. 
"During the decade just past, 
the responsibility for values was 
turned oyer by the faculty 
majority to the extremists of both 
persuasions. Those on the right 
and on the left were vocal in the 
advocacy of particular systems 
of values and of priorities. 
"But the majority of faculty 
members everywhere hid behind 
the pretentious of academic 
liberty, protecting the extremists 
as they should, but choosing only 
silence for themselves. The result 
was a conspi cuous lack of 
balance as well as an em­
barrassed reluctance to take any 
part in 'value education.' " 
GLOOM FOR GRAD STUDENTS 
< CPS>-Graduate school . The 
name itself rings prestige and 
upward mobility. Put a Ph.D. 
behind your name, and people 
will be c lamoring for your time 
and advice. A peaceful life in the 
isolation of academia awaits 
graduates of graduate schoool .  
Or did, until a few years ago 
when graduate schools started 
produc ing Ph.D.'s much faster 
than the country needed or 
wanted them. The college boom 
of the sixties when universities 
needed graduate assistants for 
teaching and research had faded 
by then and the economy was 
closing down on academ ic 
research. 
The debate was on. Should 
graduate schools continue to turn 
out specialists who would never 
find jobs in their fields just for the 
intel lectual purity of the process? 
Or should graduate schools take 
notice of the real world and 
produce only what the economy 
could bear? 
The pragmatists who think 
graduate schools should be 
releva nt beyond the campus 
boundaries are represented by 
the National Board on Graduate 
Edu c a t i on w h i c h  recen t l y  
published forecasts for graduate 
students of this decade. To be 
pessimistic, the report §ays, as 
few as one in ten Ph .D. 's will find 
work teaching at colleges and 
universities. That means that 
nine out of ten will be "under­
employed, " working in trucks, 
factories and high schools. 
By 1 980,  one econ o m i s t  
predicted, there would be a t  least 
two Ph.D.'s for every job that is 
closely related to the education 
provided in graduate school. The 
growing scarcity of jobs for 
people with graduate degrees has 
borne this out. For instance in 
1968, 3 .9  percent of Ph.D.  
recipients in  English were still 
jobless when they got their 
degrees. In 1973, 21 .5 percent 
were unemployed when their 
degrees were awarded. 
The National Board, which has 
been studying various aspects of 
graduate education for three 
years, urged universities and 
students not to go to graduate 
school because they think the 
economic picture will brighten in 
the next decade. That unreal istic 
hope will only result in "a 
wrenc h i ng and ex t re m e l y  
dam aging downward adjustment 
in the 1980's," the Board con­
cluded. 
The Board prescribed big doses 
of honest analysis for graduate 
programs, especially new and 
undistinguished ones. They also 
suggested that graduate schools 
recruit a new clientele from older 
people who already have jobs in 
the community. 
The Board suspected that 
many faculty and administrators 
of graduate schools would not 
find their report good reading 
and that they would resist the 
"changing emphasis in some 
graduate programs" suggested 
by their analysis. 
Indeed, deans of 51 major 
research universities dismissed 
the idea of designing graduate 
schools around the manpower 
needs of the co untry last 
November. In a report issued b 
the Associa t ion of Graduate 
Schools, the deans claimed .that 
such a shift in emphasis from the 
purely intellectual to the reality 
of the economy would "violate 
our tradition of individual choice 
in a free society .' '  The individual 
student, the deans went on to say, 
should be the primary deter­
minan t of graduate enrollment." 
The Graduate Association 
report admitted that finding jobs 
for doctorates would be tough in 
the future and that prospective 
graduate students should realize 
the tough competition they would 
face even with their degrees. Bnt 
"those who elect to pursue 
grad u a t e  s t u d y  non e t heless 
should be welcomed for their 
disinterested dedication rather 
than denied the opportunity for 
advanced study." 
Maybe it's the Helter Skelter 
The intellectual purists agreed 
that some changes in gradua e 
schools were inevitable and ;n 
some cases welcome. More "non­
traditional students" with dif­
ferent kinds of goals would be 
entering graduate schools and 
the de ans agreed that new 
programs would have to be 
designed for them . But the 
"adjustment process," they 
warned, has inherent "dangers Df 
o v e r r e s p o n s e ,  o f  u n ­
deremphasizing the things tbat 
universities do best, and � 
neglecting the long-range con­
tributions of scholarship." 
CCPS>-"I've got a good job, 
I'm successful and I want to kill 
mysel f , "  a disturbed young 
person te l l s  D r .  Leo n a rd 
Bachelis, director of New York's 
Behavior Therapy Center. "Life 
doesn't mean anything." 
That person is  not a lone. 
Mental health problems, par­
t i c u l a r l y  d e p r e s s i o n ,  
di si l lusionm en t ,  frustration, 
a l ienation a nd a nxiety a re 
haunting young, college educated 
people under 30 these days i n  
numbers greater t h a n  ever 
before, mental health experts all 
across the nation report. 
Men, women ,  blacks and 
whites are all being stung by 
these afflictions, experts say. The 
reasons, all agree, are complex 
and amny, but disillusionment 
with politics, problems with the 
job market , confusion over 
changing sex roles and general 
d i s s a t i s fa c t i on w i t h  "The 
American Dream " are men­
tioned by psychiatrists and 
counselors most often. 
Experts are quick to point out 
FBI 
AGAINST 
SEX 
C CPS>-Sex is the latest ad­
dition to the list of student ac­
tivities that former FBI Director 
J. Edgar Hoover tried to stamp 
out . 
Information uncovered by the 
Senate Intelligence Committee 
recently revealed that Hoover 
authorized FBI agents to forge 
letter from parents to protest 
"free love" at the University of 
Texas. 
Hoover, angered by a news 
report describing students' sex 
lives at the Texas school, ap­
proved letters forged on locally 
obtained stationery that would 
protest such going-on at a state 
supported school. The letters 
were sent to regents as well as 
state senators, pretending to be 
from irate parents who were 
co nsider i ng send i ng th e i r  
children to the University of 
Texas. 
that many young people are 
living normal , healthy lives with 
no signs of emotional distur­
bances. But the number of people 
under 30 seeking professional 
mental health care has increased 
so much in recent years that 
specialists say the trend is  
significant and that it worries 
them. 
D r .  R o b e r t  B r o w n ,  a 
psyc hiatrist in Virginia, found in 
a study that about one third of the 
young people he examined were 
"very depressed much of the 
t i m e . . " A P e n n s y l v a n i a  
psyc hiatrist estimates that 50 to 
75 percent of today's mental 
hospital patients are adolescents 
and young adults. In Seattle, 
psychologist Karol Marshall says 
many of the young people she 
sees have a sense of "despair." 
Why so much depression 
among the young? "They are 
threatened by the future," Dr. 
Edward Stanbrook told The New 
York Times. "They see the 
possibility of not having jobs, not 
having a lot of things their 
parents took for granted. They 
see the possibility of not having 
an adequate role in society," Dr. 
Stan brook added. 
"They can 't get the job they 
want , "  ps ychol ogist M arsha l l  
explains. "they have a sense of 
helplessness, directionlessness 
and purposelessness, and this 
deteriorates into depression." 
A survey of mental health 
experts in 14 cities by The Times 
found that emotional problems 
were most acute among young 
peopl e  who had rebeled or 
"dropped out" of society during 
the 1960s. These people are 
turning up on psychiatrists' 
couches most frequently, and 
they are taking to alcoholism, 
drugs, suicide and religious and 
astrological cults more than their 
peers who oJted for more of a 
straight life in recent years, 
e x per t s  s a y .  According  t o  
psyc hiatrists, these rebels are 
messed up because they failed to 
fulfill many of their expectations 
of the past decade. 
An exam ple of this group is ex-
yippie leader Jer ry Robin. 
Rubi n, 37, was one of the craziest 
of the crazies during the sixties 
who once urged teenagers to '1u1J 
their parents. "  Today Rubin is a 
mellowed-out author who bas 
gone through drugs ,  yoga , 
a c u p u n c t u r e ,  r o l f i n g , 
bioenergetics, Reich ian therapy, 
EST, psychic therapy, Aric.a, 
jogging, vitamins and natural 
foods. He has just written a book 
telling all about it entitled 
"growin CUp> at Thirty-Seven:'' 
Many experts say easy parents 
led many youths down the path to 
the couc h. "To put it in sim­
plistic, laymen's terms," says a 
turn to ....- 1 • 
BPS, Please take note 
C C PS > - L i k e  t he western 
frontier, education has long been 
the key to a new life in America, 
allowing children to escape the 
social and financial status of 
their parents. But that golden age 
has come to an end, according to 
a report by two Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology C M IT>  
analysts. 
College gradua tes a re no 
longer get ting the kinds of 
management jobs they thought 
they were training for because of 
an economy that has absorbed all 
the management personnel it has 
room for. The market is glutted, 
forcing grads into lower status 
jobs. And the differences between 
the pay a t::ollege grad and a high 
schoo l  graduate pull in is 
diminishing every year. 
The social implications are 
ser i o u s ,  t he a n a l y s t s  sa y .  
Americans could begin to feel 
trapped into the social class they 
were born into. The escape valve 
that education provided could be 
closed to more people, and social 
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class lines could become more 
sharply drawn. 
Many people may end up 
receiving less education than 
their parents for the first time in 
American history. And another 
first may be that instead of 
children finding a higher social 
niche than their parents, they 
may end up with lower status 
jobs. 
The problem, according to 
Harvard Associate Professor 
Richard Freem an and M IT 
Professor J. Herbert Hollomon, 
is that while the number of 
college graduates has increased, 
professional and management 
jobs haven't increased at the 
same pace. The ratio of college­
level jobs to the total number of 
graduates drowed by about 3% 
between 1969 and 1974. 
The result is that fewer and 
fewer graduates a re finding 
desirable work. For instance, 
about one out of every three male 
members of the class of 1972 held 
nonprofessional , non-managerial 
jobs in the early 70s. Their 
counterparts in the class of 1958 
had better luck, with only one out 
of ten taking nonprofessional or 
non-management jobs. 
But finding desirable wodl 
probably seems a small problem 
to the growing number of 
graduates unable to find work at 
alL Nine times as many 1972 
grads were unemployed as 1958 
graduates. Even high school 
graduates had a slightly better 
chance of being employed than 
college graduates during Hr72. 
Hollomon and Freeman conclude 
that in the years between 1958 
a n d  1 97 4 ,  t h e  " c o l lege j ob 
market has gone from a major 
boom to a major bust." 
The analysts predict that 
students intending to wait out the 
job drought by staying in college 
may have a long wait ahead of 
them . Their study states that 
these recent market develop­
ments for col lege gradua tes 
"represent a major lreak from 
the past and are not simply 
c y c l i c a l  o r  t e m p o r a T y 
phenomena." 
, . 
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�··· -�;,;1111� Women's Rest Room Main Collection Reference Collection 
;-;;;;;�����supports 
the instructional needs of the GSU Community. A wide variety of print 
I and non nonprint materials are available including books, journals, 
newspapers, microfilm, pamphlets, government documents, filmstrips, 
audio-video cassettes, records, kits, 16 mm films, slides, maps, prints, 
games and models. To accomodate the greatest number of patrons, the 
LRC hours are as follows: Monday - Friday from 8:30 a.m. - 1 1 :00 p.m. 
and Saturday from 8:30 a.m. ·- 4:00 p.m. A librarian, located at the 
Reference Desk offers individuaJized instruction in using the Learning 
Resources Center between the hours of 8 :30 a.m. - 9 :30 p.m. Monday -
Friday and all day Saturday. This service provides assistance in a 
variety of areas such as preparing bibliographies, research search, in­
terlibrary Joan, and general tours. Liaison librarians serve as subject 
specialists and provide a link between the four colleges and the library. 
Other services available through the LRC include the Materials Center, 
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March on 
Boston 
to support 
social 
integration 
This past Wednesday Hattie Me 
Cutcheon, national staff member 
of NSCAR <National Student 
Coalition Against Racism> spoke 
concerning the March on Boston 
called for April 24 to give support 
for social integration in Boston. 
Buses and vans are being 
organized now to leave Chicago 
for Boston. For information 
contact Jerome Starks in Student 
Services, X 2141, or CCS Student 
Assistant Dean James Sanders, 
X 2 1 1 1 .  GSU s t u dent and 
community support is  need ! ! !  
Sleeping accomodations are 
being provided by various 
service organizations in Boston. 
If the racists win in Boston, other : 
major U.S. cities will have little
· 
chance to enact the 21 year old 
school desegregation law. 
The following is a brief history 
of the Boston struggle written by 
Fred Halstead and published in 
"The Racist Offensive · Against 
Bussing, " Pathfinder Press, Inc. 
1974. 
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BOSTON : 
A II I S T O R Y  O fo' R A C � L  
Sfo;(iREGATION 
by fo'red Halstead 
BOSTON - The frightening 
outburst of racist violence 
against the Black community in 
the Boston school desegregation 
crisis contains some important 
lessons for the rest of the country. 
But before it's possible to 
appreciate them, it is necessary 
to note certain peculiarities of the 
Boston scene. 
U n l i k e  m a n y  o t h e r  b i g  
American cities, Boston still has 
a large white population living in 
much of the central city, 
particularly in its older sections. 
The politics of the city proper -
not necessarily of the suburbs -
is dominated entirely by a 
Demo c r a t i c  Party m a c h i ne 
based on the bloc vote of a single 
ethnic group, the Boston Irish 
Catholics. 
The Boston Irish make up an 
a b s o l u t e  majority of the 
population within the city limits 
and an even greater percentage 
of the voters. All offices elected 
on a c i ty - w i d e  b a s i s  are 
dominated by the Boston Irish 
Democratic Party machine. 
It blatantly uses its power to 
d i sp e n s e  j o b s  a n d  o t h e r  
patronage to its loyal supporters. 
It expects favors for contracts. It 
makes no pretense of dividing up 
posts among the city's various 
ethnic groups. 
Some 17 percent of the city's 
population is Black. A similar but 
decreasing percentage is Italian. 
About 7 percent are Puerto 
Rican. But all nine members of 
the city council, and all five 
m e m b e r s  o f  t h e  s c h o o l  
committee, are Boston I rish 
Democrats. 
These offices - in other cities 
usually elected on a district basis 
-are elected city-wide here. In 
the entire history of the school 
c o m m i t t e e  s i n c e  i t  w a s  
established in 1906, there has 
never been a Black member. 
Only once in modern times has 
the city council had a Black 
member. 
Dt-liberate segregation 
Over the years, the all-white 
school committee - which has 
the power to allocate funds and to 
assign pupils to particular 
schools - has consciously and 
deliberately created a pattern of 
school segregation and of inferior 
financ ing and servicing of 
predominantly Black schools. 
For the past decade, the school 
committee has devoted itself to a 
c a m p a i g n  t o  o p p o s e  a n  
a n t i c i p a t e d  a t t e m p t  t o  
desegregate the Boston schools. 
In the same period, the Boston 
s c h o o l s  g e n e r a l l y  h a v e  
deteriorated from an already 
abysmal state ( as described in 
Jonathan Kozol's Death at an 
Early Age, published in 1967). 
The school committee has utterly 
failed to make any significant 
progress in improving the quality 
of education in Boston. 
But a set of Democratic 
politicians - including City 
Councilwoman Louise Day Hicks 
and school committee Chairman 
John Kerrigan - have built 
political careers and a set of 
neighborhood political machines 
by playing on the fears of the 
residents -of the old Boston Irish 
neighborhoods that the Black 
ghetto would take them over if 
the schools were desegregated. 
Th i s  campa i g n  of r a c i s t  
demoagogy had a particularly 
sharp effect in the community of 
South Boston, also known as 
"Southie." 
South Boston is a sharply 
defined neighborhood located on 
the peninsula jutting into Boston 
Harbor, surrounded on three 
sides by water and on the fourth 
by a trucking and warehouse 
complex and an eight-lane 
superhighway. 
"Southie" has fewer than 40,000 
residents l in a city of 640,000>. 
Hut in the days when it was the 
center of Boston's shipping 
industry it had political clout. It 
was the home base of the most 
powerful Boston Irish politicians, 
including the late Boston mayor 
James Michael Curley of Last 
Hurrah fame. 
But since the 1950s its docks 
have ceased to be important, and 
it is now an area of high 
unemplo>:ment. It's an old 
residential area wat a view of the 
bay, in easy walking distance of 
one of Boston's few beaches. 
It i s  occupied m a i nly by 
working-class Boston Irish, many 
of whom depend on connections 
with the Democratic Party 
machine for petty favors and 
generally unskilled jobs in city 
departments. Many of them have 
lived there all their lives and 
have no desire to leave, and no 
way to make it in the suburbs 
even if they did leave. 
Louise Day Hicks lives in South 
Boston, in the very small area 
there with upper-middle-class 
houses. She's a real estate broker 
by profession, and well aware of 
the concerted <and i llegal> 
pattern of housing discrimination 
that her profession is so expert at 
maintaining, which contributes 
to the more fundamental cause of 
segregated schools - segregated 
neighborhoods. 
She also knows enough about 
modern capitalist America to 
know that in all probability the 
really big money considers most 
of the present population of South 
Boston to be expendable, to be in 
the way of a much more 
profitable development of what is 
potentially one of the choicest 
spots for urban living left in the 
United States. 
Her political efforts, however, 
are devoted not to defending her 
neighbors from the inevitable 
attack by big capital on their 
neighborhood, but to whipping up 
a racist hysteria and diverting 
the attention of the residents of 
South Boston from their real 
problems. 
South Boston has long been a 
t i g h t l y  k n i t ,  a l l - w h i t e · 
n e i g h b o r h o o d ,  h o s t i l e  t o  
strangers. Racist violence has 
broken out there before. ln 1973 a 
number of Puerto Rican families 
were driven out of a housing 
project in South Boston by a 
campaign of violence including 
fire bombing. 
I n  t h e i r  p u b l i c  
p r o n o u n c e m e n t s ,  H i c k s ,  
K e r r i g a n , a n d  t h e  o t h e r  
Democrati c  Party politicians 
who are the public face of the 
movement against desegregation 
in Boston are generally careful to 
couch t h e i r  oppos i t i o n  to  
desegregation in  terms of  defense 
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of "neighborhood schools " or 
against "forced busing." 
Hut as Jud�e Arthur Garrity 
p o i n t e d  o u t  i n  h i s  c o u r t  
desegregation order, the school 
commit tee never operated 
"neighborhood schools " in much 
of Boston and did not hesitate to 
u s e  v a r i o u s  f o r m s  o f  
transportation, including busing, 
to maintain the pattern of 
segregation. 
Indeed, before as well as after 
the desegregation order, some 
students from South Boston and 
other white neighborhoods were 
bused across town to special high 
schools that offered trade-school 
or a c a d e m i c  courses not 
available at a nearby high school. 
overa ll coordinating group called 
HOAH <Restore Our Alienated 
Rights > .  which meets weekly in 
the city council chambers at 
Boston city hall. They frequently · 
mobilize their forces and call 
demonstrations involving several 
thousand persons. 
In addition, many parts of the 
desegregation order must be 
implemented through the school 
committee itself, which goes 
through the motions ordered by 
the court, but is doing everything 
it can get away with to sabotage 
the desegregation plan. 
In addition to that, the phsyical 
protection of the Black students 
rests in major part with local 
police forces, whose members 
One such school is Boys' Latin, are not above sharing the racist 
a special academic high school attitudes of much of the white 
located in a complex of university population. 
a n d h o s p i  t a I b u i I d i n g s  In the face of all this, the Black 
s u r r o u n d e d  b y  a B l a c k  community appears relatively 
community north of Roxbury. powerless. It has no voice in city 
Directly across the stre�t from p o l i t i c i s . T h e  f e w  B l a c k  
Boys' Latin is English High, a representatives t o  the state 
regular school. legislature <all Democratic 
Before the desegregation or�r P a r t Y P o  I i t i c i a n  s > h a v e  
Boys' Latin was virtually aU constituted themselves a Black 
white, English v irtually all Caucus and have acted as 
Black. And they were across the spokespersons for the integration 
street from one another. forces, but have done little else. 
Boston Technical High is also The Hlack community here is 
predominantly white, but lies in relatively small and relatively 
the center of a Black community. scattered, compared with those 
White students bus to it, and in places like Detroit or Chicago. 
always have. And the feeling of strength and 
About a mile south of South solidarity is not as great. 
Boston, across the water, lies Black sentiment 
another peninsula, Columbia Decisive leadership within the 
Point, where a largely Black H I  a c k c o m m u n i t y c o u l d  
housing project is located. Before galvanize a strong mobilization, 
the desegregation order, students since the sentiment is obviously 
from Columbia Point had to bus there to do everything possible to 
to English or Roxbury High, help the Black students facing the 
across town. Now they are bused ordeal. 
to South Boston High School, only This in turn would no doubt 
about a mile and a half away. contribute greatly to support 
Actually, they could walk, but coming from around the country 
it wouldn't be safe right now, and from the pro-integration 
because of the racist. violence. forces in the white community. 
Under the desegregation order, Hut so far such leadership is not 
some white students from South apparent. 
Boston are supposed to be bused One of the most ominous 
t o R o x b u r y H i g h , a developments here is the degree 
predominantly Black school in to which the white liberals, and 
the Black community. But the even many radicals, have caved 
racist school boycott is not aimed in to the racist pressure. They 
simply at this part of the plan. have beaten a retreat in the face 
White South Boston parents of the racist violence, and they 
backing the racist school boycott have shown confusion when 
are also keeping their children confronted with racist arguments 
out of South Boston High, which is couched in terms of " busing " and 
right in their own neighborhood, "neighborhood schools." 
and demonstrating against the In this situation, everything 
presence of the Black students turns around the courage and 
from Columbia Point in South cool-headedness of the Black 
Boston High. students, who must face the 
A I I t h e t a I k a b o u t racist provocations every school 
" neighborhood schools" and day. 
"forced busing " falls apart in the So Jar, they have come through 
face of such facts. The real issue like soldiers. Hut it obviously 
is opposition to integration on isn't easy. In spite of the 
plain old racist grounds. carefully worded pronouncement 
Organized racist campaign of the public leaders of the 
The signs painted on the walls prosegregalion forces that they 
in South Boston along the route want to keep things nonviolent, it 
taken by the buses bringing the is clear that they are counting on 
Black students also make the real "chaos" and "disruption" in the 
i ssue crystal  c l e a r .  " K i l l  schools. 
niggers" is the most common They frequently refer to this as 
one. the reason why desegregation 
These signs are not simply a won't work and the court order 
spontaneous expression of the must be reversed. There have 
feelings of the population of South already been numerous attempts 
B o s t o n  a n d  o t h e r  w h i t e  to provoke fights within the 
c o m  m u m i  t i e s  w h e r e  -t h e y  schools. 
appear. They are deliberately In this situation, the position of 
painted along the routes the the Black studen'-s is extremely 
buses travel or in the immediate delicate. If they respond to racist 
vicinity of the schools where the epithets, the chances are it is 
students can see them. They are they who will be most ,severely 
not generally found in other parts punished, since it is the school 
of these neighborhoods, even in committee that has appointed the 
South Boston. school administrators and hired 
It is clear they are part of an the monitors. 
organized plan to terrorize and In spite of all these difficulties, 
provoke the Black students. The so far the desegregation plan is 
s e g r e g a t i o n i s t s  a r e  w e l l  working, in the sense that the 
organized on several levels. They schools are operating and the 
not only h a v e  the school  attendance is creeping up toward 
committee and the support of the normal. 
c i t Y c o  u n c i I , b u t  a I s  o If this situation continues the 
neighborhood groups called · racist campaign will fail.
· 
The 
"home and School Associations, " racists know this. Therefo:e, a 
large, well-equipped, well-staffed new outbreak of violence is a real 
"information centers," and an danger. 
Heller Skelfer._ .. _ 
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California psychiatrist, "a lot of 
these kids were led to believe the 
world would be handed to them 
on a silver platter. They got 
spoiled by permissive parents 
and aren't prepared for a cruel 
world. "  
N oted H a r v a r d  p ro fessor 
David Riesman agrees. "This 
generation of students are the 
first to be raised by permissive, 
.professional parents," he says. 
"They've told these youngsters 
that the idea is to be happy, to be 
fulfilled." But Riesman adds, 
"you achieve happiness because 
of what you are doing or have 
done, not because you wish to be 
happy. " 
On campus i tsel f,  college 
c o u n s e l o r s  a r e  f i n d i n g  
disillus ionment welling up in 
many students who have not 
rebeled or "dropped out . "  
Ironically, the fact that these 
students have stayed within the 
system makes them feel that the 
system is betraying them when 
they look towards graduation and 
see a bleak, empty job market. 
This year, over 250 students 
will take their own lives and 
another 750 will try to. Suicide is 
currently the biggest campus 
killer next to accidental death. 
The National Center for Health 
Statistics reports that the suicide 
rate for people aged 20 to 24 
leaped from 8.9 per 1000,000 
persons in 1965 to 15.1 per 100,000 
in 1974. For the 25 to 49 age 
bracket, the rate jumped from 
1 1 .3 per 100,000 to 15.9. 
Again, the reasons, according 
to campus shrinks, are shot-down 
dreams. "College is a ruthless 
gardener," comments a UCLA 
social worker. " When a student 
realizes that his dreams may not 
bear fruit, that he can't be a great 
writer, lawyer, doctor or ac­
complish great social change, 
then there is a sudden sense of 
failure, stressful fear of disap­
pointing one's parents. " 
S .... h iM? 
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process, students may find their 
hard-earned role in campus 
governance severely challenged. 
When asked "if faculties bargain 
collectively, then students should 
have the right as well ," 43%of the 
union leaders agreed, as did 24% 
of the presidents of unionized 
institutions and 30% of those at 
nonunion colleges. 
AcGdemic FreedOm not a principle 
A m es ,  I a . - C I . P . > -S t u d e n t  
academic freedom has never 
been an established operating 
principle of American univer-
sities, says new Government of 
the Student Body President Jill 
Wagner of Iowa State University. 
She adds that there can be no 
responsibi l i ties wi thout rights 
and a university policy which 
imposes duty without rights is 
m o r a l l y wrong a nd a n t i -
educational. 
Computerized Degree 
checl{ innovation at UT 
"Dormitories are known to be 
anti-educational in their effect on 
students after the freshman year. 
Yet students are stacked three­
deep, without rebates on rent, in 
order to maximize return on 
investment," Wagner said. This 
policy, she added, is morally and 
educationally wrong, even if it is 
e x p e d i e n t  pol i t i c a l l y  a n d  
economically. Austin, . Texas-< I .P. >-"Many 
people shy away when the word 
'computer' is mentioned," says 
Dr. Gerard F. Moseley, assistant 
dean of the College of Natural 
Sciences at the University of 
Texas, "but at UT we are 
employing the computer in an 
innovative way that frees the 
a d v i s e r  f r o m  i m po s s i b l e  
paperwork loads, and increases 
the value of one-on-one academic 
counseling. ' '  
Dr. Moseley conducted a 
workshop on the role of the 
computer in streamlining and 
improving the advising process 
at the annual central region 
conference of the Association of 
A c a d e m i c  A f f a i r s  
A d m i n i s t r a t o r s  i n  T u l s a ,  
Oklahoma. "At UT the student 
holds ultimate responsibility for 
the accuracy of his registration," 
explains Dr. Moseley, "but in 
most o f  our col leges t h e  
department faculty i s  charged to 
'sign-off' as a part of the advising 
process. "  
Starting several years ago, the 
Col lege of N a tural Sciences 
obtained a printing from the 
U n i v e r s i t y ' s  c o m pu te r i zed 
course file of all  the courses 
undertaken by each student, 
including individual grades and 
summaries of the student's 
academic performance. The 
print-out was arranged in a 
special advising order known as 
the Degree Check Aid. 
"The computer program used 
takes the students' records, 
w h i c h  a r e a r r a n g e d  
chronologically, and rearranges 
them such that all courses taken 
by the student are presented in 
ascending order within single 
subject areas, the sequence in 
which the courses were taken is 
preserved, and the students' 
performance can be followed at a 
glance," the assistant dean says. 
"When time is short, as it so 
often is during the hectic advising 
and preregistration periods, an 
adv iser can draw upon the 
standardized course record of 
any student being advised," and, 
says Dr. Moseley, "this provides 
a quick capsule of the student's 
level and achievement which is 
much to the advantage of both the 
adviser and the student." 
As a result of the quick 
acceptance of the experimental 
advising aid by the faculty a copy 
of the computer print-out is now 
forwarded by the Office of the 
Registrar to each department in 
the University for the advisement 
and record of students who have 
degree majors in that area. 
"A second copy is usually 
prepared and made available to 
each student at the major 
department to aid him in self­
advising and in 'double-checking 
his cumulative academic record 
at the University," says Dr. 
Moseley. "In my opinion, it is 
extremely important that the 
student review his record for 
errors, re-evaluate his goals in 
light of his record, and make 
conscious decisions in course 
formalized evaluations 
change goals 
Lawrence, Kan.-( I .P. >-Dean 
Robert Cobb of the College of 
Li beral Arts a n d  Sciences, 
University of Kansas, believes 
that institutions nationally are 
moving toward more formalized 
systems of evaluation. He said 
the College had an i n finite 
number of choices and prospects 
for criteria and methods of 
evaluation. 
selection for his degree," says 
the dean, "since he bears the 
ultimate responsibility for the 
courses he takes." 
"Students too often do not set 
aside adequate time to check 
their record and re-evaluate their 
progress ; they frequently don't 
even receive their grade reports 
following a move for which they 
did not file a change of address at 
the Office of the Registrar or 
their Dean's Office. The degree 
a d v i s i n g  a i d  prov i des a n  
excellent opportunity i n  this 
c h e c k i n g  and r e -e v a l u a t i o n  
a s p e c t , "  D r .  M o s e l e y  
emphasized. 
"As yet we do not have the 
ideal advising situation where 
�ach counselor personally knows 
�ch student, but with the use of 
the Degree Check Aid a picture of 
the individual can be instantly 
drawn, and sound, reasonable . 
advising can be done. "  
In his speech t o  the GSB, 
G e o r g e  C h r i s t e n s e n ,  v i c e  
president for academic affairs, 
said sbJdents today have dif­
ferent priorities than students ten 
years ago. He added there is a 
" m a r k ed t rend i n  s t u d e n t  
awareness o f  the academic en­
vironment." Students are con­
sum ers, not managers of a 
university, Christensen said. 
"They have a right to work for 
improvement of the services they 
are buying.  They have the 
responsibi lity to demand the best 
instruction they can get. They 
have responsibility as part of the 
management team . "  He said 
students have a role in the 
university a nd students ,  ad­
ministrators and regents must 
work together. A dy namic 
university m ust have a "good 
government of the student body," 
Christensen concluded. 
Learning Happens 
to Whole Beings 
MEDFORD, MASS. C I .P. > -
"Objectives analysis, cognitive 
d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  s t u d e n t s ,  
quantification are i ndeed key 
words in an academic college and 
as we see, for good reason," 
reports President Burton C. 
Hallowell of Tufts University. 
R e p o r t  C e x e r p t s > :  
Fired with the urge to teach him 
as though he were never going to 
lear)l again, we have paid too 
much attention to substance and 
not enough to method ; too much 
to information and not enough to 
curiosity ; too much to our own 
instruction and not enough to his 
initiation and participation. 
c> "The most hospitable 
climate for learning includes 
both the tension generated by 
challenges a nd a consistent 
supporti veness. 
Genuine education 
provides skills 
Faculty members who must be 
evaluated don't perform in the 
same ways, Cobb said, and the 
uniformity of evaluations would 
limit their impact. Although the 
development of criteria was 
uniformly necessary, the criteria 
themselves need not be so, he 
said. Cobb emphasized that he 
was more interested that people 
in departments continued self­
evaluations rather than that they 
be evaluated by their peers. 
"Consideration of appointments 
to the faculties must perforce 
give fi rst a ttention to the 
i n t e l l e c t u a l  c a p a c i t y a n d  
learning of the candidate. That is 
where the evaluation starts. But 
w h i l e  t h e  i n t e l l ec t u a l ,  t h e  
rational and the objective are 
necessary for a liberal arts 
college, they are not enough. The 
primary function of the college is 
the education of students, and in 
this learning process, knowledge 
is less an end than a means, a 
tool. 
d l  "The kind of learning that 
matters required the conjoining 
o f  e x p e r i e n c e  a n d  
analysis . . .  much of the theoretical 
e x po s i t i o n  . . .  s e e m s  w i t h o u t  
context. . .  
e > "The learning experience 
involves self-definition. No longer 
is there a single commonly 
accepted gospel. Now the task is 
that of helping each person define 
the good and moral life for 
himself. Of course, an exclusive 
e m phasis upon persona l  as 
d i s t i n c t  from i n te l l e c t u a l  
development would pervert what 
the university can and should 
offer. "  
South Hadley, Mass.- C I . P . ) ­
President David B .  Truman of 
Mount Holyoke College notes that 
"a purpose of genuine liberal 
education must be to provide the 
student with skills that, whether 
they immediately fit a first-job 
opening or not are likely over 
time to prove valuable in any 
calling and in a wide variety of 
circumstances. "  
And he specified what those 
skills were : "the abil i ty to 
recognize and to define a 
problem, the understanding to 
place it i n  its appropriate 
i n t e l l e c t u a l  a n d  t e m po r a l  
con text, t h e  competence t o  
recognize and to weigh evidence, 
the capacity to assess and to 
articulate with precision a 
proposition 's i m plications for 
personal and social values, and 
the ability to act with compassion 
and an awareness of one's own 
fallibility. 
"Such skills, painfully acquired 
are the mononoply of no one field, 
no one �scipline, but they !ire the 
concern of a Iibera( arts college." 
President Truman cited two 
sources of the current discontent 
about liberal arts education, the 
first "the implication that the 
principal reason for attending 
college is and should be monetary 
gain for the individual," and 
" everyone-should-go m a x i m  
< which l inevitably encourages 
t h e  v i ew t h a t  e d u c a t i o n ,  
including higher education, is 
something that is received rather 
than acquired, that it is an 
e s s e n t i a l l y  p a s s i v e  a n d 
preferably painless experience 
for the students . "  
He spoke o f  the skills "that are 
the objective of a genuine liberal 
" It's not the checking-up, but 
the setting of goals, that I'm 
concerned with." He said that 
people across the nation wanted 
to know why promotions, tenure 
and salary increases were given. 
Because of that, institutions are 
bound to move toward more 
s y s t e m a t i c a n d  t a n g i b l e  
evalua tions, a nd away from 
intuitive ones, Cobb said. 
education" being "a collegial, not r-----------------, 
a d i s c i pl i na r y ,  prope r t y .  • • Man's inhumanity to man. 
Although warning against being What does it take to make us 
"dogmatic or inflexible in our , realize how ignorant some of us 
pursuit of those skills," President can be? Is it always necessary for 
Truman continued, "flexibility men to become enraged before 
and an avoidance of dogma can their voice is heard? These are 
readily translate into an aimless questions I suppose many have 
eclecticism unless they a re asked t hroughout history. I 
guided and tested by shared and wonder if any answers have been 
conscious purpose." found. 
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" T e a c h i n g e f f e c t i v e n e s s  
therefore is also a prerequisite 
for our faculty and this depends 
not only on the teacher but also on 
the presence and use of a variety 
of ways of learning and the 
recogmt10n that students do not 
all learn in the same way. Some 
of the characteristics of the 
learning process discussed by the 
University Steering Committee 
are exceptionally relevant : 
a )  "Though we deal mainly and 
m o s t  d i r e c t l y  w i t h  t h e  
intellectual functions of students, 
it is important to remember that 
learning happens to whole human 
beings. They cannot, nor should 
they try, to fully separate those 
activities. Their understanding 
g r o w s  n o t  o n l y  t h r o u g h  
r a t io c i n a t i o n ,  b u t  t h ro u g h  
creative imagination,  utopian 
vision, compassion and empathy, 
intuition, and experience. 
b> "Learning is a continuous 
process all throueh a lifetime. 
President H a llowell believes 
"acceptance of these ideas would 
e n t a i l  d e f i n i n g  t h e  w o r k  
' i ntellectua l '  somewhat more 
broadly than is now the case in 
t h e  l i be r a l  a r t s  col l e g e s ,  
providing a continuous review of 
methods used in the educational 
process, and deepening the 
concern for the personal develop­
ment of students. 
"The ability to analyze in depth 
objectively and with precision 
needs to be matched by the 
ability to become aware or 
senstitivetocontext, relationships 
and counsequences, to be of an 
inouiring and curious hP.nt which 
____ ... _ Sprituality means sensitivity to outside -------------
If I were an official of The 
Theos o p h i c a l  Soc i et_y 
a n «!  
somebody came to me and said 
that he wanted to learn to 
practice the occult arts, my first 
answer would be that the Society 
does not exist to teach people how 
to do psychic or magical stunts. 
Its motto is "There is no r'eligion 
higher than truth," and insofar as 
it has any doctrines or teachings, 
it is directed toward getting 
people to seek truth, to discover 
the truth for themselves. The 
occult arts and practices are not 
direct channels to truth, and in 
order to do something positive 
a bout  t h e m ,  one must  be 
something very different. Now it 
is quite obvious that just a 
negative answer is not adequate, 
nor is it what members of The 
Theosophical Society should put 
out as their position in regard to 
these things. In practice, we can 
go a long way further than that, 
because it can very well be 
pointed out that H.P. Blavatsky 
was a person w i t h  v�ry 
consi ders b le  extrasensory 
percept ion a nd powers of 
psychokinesis. She could do 
psychic conjuring tricks, and 
sometimes she did them publicly. 
Many otherpeople have rather a 
g r e a t  r e s p e c t  f o r  C .  W .  
Leadbeater and his clairvoyance 
and his investigations. In fact, 
they tend to make them into 
almost a dogma ; that what he 
said must be true. But to turn our 
backs on psychism is quite 
ridiculous. We might go further 
into the whole matter on a 
positive basis. We could say, 
"You want to learn how to see 
more deeply into life, but what is 
it you want to see? You merely 
want to see things without 
understanding them, or do you 
w a n t  r e a l l y  t o  l e a r n  t o  
understand the truth about 
them?" If one wants to do that, 
the first thing to do is to get to 
know oneself sufficiently, and to 
realize that the biases in the mind 
are going to prevent the finding of 
the truth. Also one must discover 
how the psi function works, and to 
use the rather obsolete term for 
extrasensory perception plus 
psychokinesis, how one's own psi 
function works in his individual 
case. 
It is very important at an early 
stage to debunk the idea that 
clairvoyance has anything to do 
with spirituality. It should be 
pointed out that clairvoyance is 
in effect an extension-in most 
cases-of the physical senses, 
and that a person can be very 
highly spiritual and have no 
d e f i n i t e c l a i r v o y a n c e  o r  
clairaudience or anything of the 
sort. People should not allow 
themselves to be glamorized by 
the fact that so-and-so is 
clairvoyant. People used to say to 
my wife Phoebe, "Oh you are 
c l a i rv oy a n t ,  t herefore you 
know." A very learned high court 
judge in England asked her a 
ridiculous question one day ,and 
when she said she had no idea of 
the answer, he said, "Well, can't 
you ask your guides about it?" He 
was rather shocked and horrified 
when Phoebe said she had no 
guides . It is this sort of 
n a v i e t e - n o t  t o  c a l l  i t  
stupidity-which I think should 
be clarified in people's minds; 
the fact that a person who can see 
clairvoyantly can automatically 
give you the true answers to 
anything. On the other hand I 
think it is also useful for people 
to realize or discover that they, 
like everybody else, have psi 
function-an intuitive function to 
use Jung's term-if only latent in 
themselves, and to see whether 
and how much it operates and in 
what manner. Some people are 
very sensitive to atmospheres. 
Let them consciously learn to 
assess the atmosphere in a house, 
in a church, in a meeting, in a 
piece of the countryside, and "put 
their hairs out" to be sensitive to 
what  is going on outside 
themselves, and not to mix that 
with their own wishes and 
desires, which most people do. It 
is rather pitiful to run across 
people who feign clairvoyance, 
and who fall into the trap of 
telling others what they want to 
be told, l ike any ordinary 
medium. The victim goes away 
all excited because he has been 
told what he wanted to hear. 
These peoole should realize that 
they've got to apply thei� critical 
minds to this kind of thing with 
regard to others, and with regard 
to what they themsleves believe 
t hey are  sensing through 
extrasensory channels. 
This brings us back to the 
realm in which I think the 
theosophical movement has 
fallen down most. It seems to 
have never taught  people 
constructive introspection; the 
value of introspection in self­
discovery. By discovering this, 
and therefore by discovering the 
distori tions, prejudices, and 
tendency to reject other people's 
values, they eliminate obstacles 
between themselves and the truth 
of the thing they are trying to 
study. It is obvious, even among 
the most notable clairvoyants we 
have had in our movement, that 
their findings have always been 
in harmony with their wishes and 
their desires , and therefore 
rather tending to discredit their 
objectivity.  If people knew 
themselves inside, understood 
themselves suCCiciently, they 
would be able to eliminate to 
some extent the error which 
creeps in a n d  b iases the 
descriptions which they give us. 
This is said quite frankly and 
unashamedly and I know that 
there are other people who feel 
exactly the same about it as 
myself. I lived very close to 
clairvoyance for many years and 
have had plenty of opportunity to 
observe the difference between a 
really objective examination of a 
situation, and an observation 
· which may not have been quite so 
objective because the personality 
was involved. I know people shy 
a w a y  f r o m  t h i s  i d e a  o f  
introspection, thinking "If I start 
looking at myself it wiJI make me 
self-centered." I think we ought 
to make quite clear that it does 
nothing of the sort. What it will do 
is to show how self-centered we 
already are, how biased we 
already are, how much our little 
personal egos are going to stand 
in our way. It wants this and it 
dislikes that, and therefore it will 
accept this and it will reject that. 
It seems to me we are on our way 
toward discovering the reality of 
things by eliminating ourselves, 
practicing Patanjali's advice to 
el iminate the activity, the 
distortions of the mind. And then 
we don't have to look for truth; it 
is there. The trouble was we had 
blinkers on and couldn't see it. 
This is real occultism and is a 
higher octave altogether from 
that of the "occult arts" as such. 
It is a thing which has been 
recognized by certain people; 
Mrs. David-Neal, for instance, 
was quite clear very early in the 
century as to the difference 
between the magicians and the 
sorcerers in Tibet and the 
spiritual aspirant Lamas who 
were not concerned with being 
able to do psychic tricks, but who 
were concerned with the search 
for enlightenment, for reality. 
The more we can clearly try to 
get people to understand the 
difference between anything of 
the nature of occult arts and the 
fruits of genuine occultism­
mysticism, the better. Occultism­
mysticism should be hyphenated 
because when we get to a certain 
point, we find that what we call 
occultism-mysticism is not two 
powers but one, and no one can be 
a mystic without being an 
occultist, nor can he be an 
occultist without being a mystic. 
I am very skeptical myself by 
nature; that skepticism really 
does n ' t  mean den i a l ,  b u t  
openmindedness, and i s  a very 
important thing and one which 
people should be encouraged to 
develop in themselves. One of 
Alan Watt's best books is The 
Wisdom of Insecurity, In which 
he points out that one should 
never believe anything too 
rigidly. One is in a much more 
dynamic and creative position if 
one doubts everything and 
everybody-not in any emotional 
or rejective way, but in an open 
way in which one neither rejects 
or accepts what is said, but takes 
it into oneself and considers it. I 
feel what we've been told so often 
about the subtle bodies and the 
planes and the rounds and the 
races may be entirely true. What 
we must do in a constructive way, 
what so many thousands of young 
people today are seeking, is to 
help people discover ways which 
will enable them to discover for 
themselves. It is self-discovery 
which people want ; that is why 
some of them resort to using 
drugs-not as an escape, but 
because they want to know more. 
How can they learn that "more" 
or discover that " more" by 
healthy, positive methods and not 
by gimickry, or by the wrong sort 
of practices which may be 
dangerous? It really depends on 
what the individual wants. Is he 
Dr. Laurence Bendlt 
out for truth at all costs or is he 
merely out for excitement? If he 
w a n t s  e x c i t e m e n t . T h e  
Theosophical Society has nothing 
to offer. If he wants truth, The 
Theosophical Society should have 
a great deal to offer. If he wants 
excitement, he could do just as 
well without LSD or any other 
drugs ; if he wants truth, he wiol 
r e a l i z e  t h e  d a n g e r s  a n d  
phoniness of what he will find 
through artificial methods, like 
drugs, hypnosis, phychism, etc. 
We should be prepared to meet 
these people. If a person is 
genuinely seeking, as are many 
or the�e particularly young 
people today who follow different 
gurus, we should be able to find 
something positive to offer them, 
not in any dogmatic sense, but as 
a suggestion of how to set about 
becoming real theosophists-not 
m e m be r s  o f  t he S o c i e t y  
necessarily-but theosophists at 
heart. 
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University Assembly 
from page 1 
C. It shall be the responsibility of the 
University Appeals Committee to keep 
records of student violations of this 
policy so that the proper penalty can be 
determined. These records must be 
kept for three years. Each college must 
noti£y the committee of any violations 
which reach the level of the Collegial 
Grievance Committee or for which 
credit in the module is denied. 
It shall be the responsibility of the 
Dean to explain the Grievance 
Procedures to the student during the 
conference at level two, and to obtain 
in£ormation on prior offenses from the 
University Appeals Committee. 
No penalty can be exacted except by 
mutual agreement between student and 
faculty member if the infraction is 
reported more than four months after 
the date of the alleged occurrence. 
In the event that mutual agreement is 
not reached at level two, either party 
may appeal to level three within two 
weeks. An appeal of a decision at level 
three must also be made within two 
weeks. If appeal is not made within the 
stipulated period, the decision will be 
considered final and not open to re­
evaluation. 
t•nonmU n l<; "'OR G R I EVANCES 
M iJ\I NST FJ\l"ULTY MEMBERS 
Part I l l  
C o m p l a i n t s  a l l e g i n g  f a c u l t y  
violations of academic responsibility 
may originate with a student, another 
faculty member or administrative 
person nel . For the purpose of 
eva luating such accusations. ,  the 
procedures for appeals and grievances 
stipulated in Sect ion V of the 
Proressional Personnel Systems will 
apply. 
CHOP STICKS 
RE STAURANT 
CHINESE and ORIENTAL FOOD. 
AMERICAN FOOD 
LUNCH 8 a.m. - 2 : 30 p.m. 
AIR CONDITIONED 
PHONE : 534-9211 
HOURS : Mon.-Fri. 11 : 30 a.m. - 2 : 30 p.m. 
4 : 30 p.m. - 8 : 30 p.m. 
Sat. and Sun. 4 : 30 p.m. - 8 : 30 p.m. 
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DRUG RAID 
Dateline : South S'burb1a,  
Bloom Township in general . 
T i t l e : D rug R a i d ,  South 
Suburbia. 
Recently there was a series of 
what appeared to be unrelated 
events that culminated in a drug 
raid at Bloom Township High 
School in Chicago Heights. 
Bloom Township is more or Jess 
the hub or center lor several 
south suburban area junior and 
senior high schools, inclusive of 
special educational facilities, 
such as training sites for high 
school aged young people with 
special impairments, who ac­
cording to law, are entitlted to 
some specific training and or 
care, ie. ; < Most of which is highly 
political and debatable). 
During January and February 
d. 1976, several robberies or 
thefts took place at one of these 
spec i a l  educat i on a l  centers 
servicing the Chicago Heights 
area (a Mobil station with a 
contractural  agreement to  
render such services to  wards 
appointed to them via various 
agencies at the local level 
usually> .  
Th is  particular robbery was 
one of many such instances that 
have never really been brought to 
public attention. A Mr. Bennie 
McMath, an employee of the 
afore mentioned facility, for 
whatever reasons, was the target 
d. a conspiracy that has just 
begm to unravel since his ter­
mination at the Chicago Heights 
Training Station. �or some five 
years, Mr. McMath had been 
working with these students or 
wards, attemptin& tO teach them 
various manual techniques and 
#physical labor, hoping that these 
positive inputs would foster a 
sense of usefulness in the com­
munity. (As usual, those at­
tempts go unheard and quickly 
forgotten by the many). 
Earlier last Year a yoillig 
resident of East Chicago Heights, 
David Hamilton, was involved in 
a fight with a young man that 
died this year in St. James 
Hospital. YOWlg Mr. Hamilton is 
facing various charges as a result 
d. this fight. An autopsy would 
bear out the facts that the alleged 
victim of this fight was under the 
influence of heroin or some other 
dangerous drug or drugs, which 
may have caused him to die as an 
end result. 
There have been many other 
overdoses reported at St. Jame�� 
Hospital in Chicago Heights. I 
would assume some of the drugs 
that were being attempted to be 
stopped as a result d. the drug 
raid at Bloom Township Senior 
lfiCh School are still being cir­
culated 
Everything in this cue Ia 
pendi•, that ia, except for the 
incarceration of Mr. David 
Hamilton and the diiJiliaul of 
Mr. Bennie McMath, both of 
which are 1mdefloinl extreme 
. mental preaUres as a reUt of 
the due proceaes of the laws, 
that beiDI, certain riChta 
............ under the varioul 
c..tibatioi., by wbicb we all are 
llllpPCIIeCI to be pverned. 
Since tbil is America's <the 
United States in particular) 
Bic:elllennial, there are many 
people who would love to bear 
many more facts broulht to li&bt, 
.ucb as the COI'OIIel''s report and 
other information that hasn't 
become public as of yet. 
Many thinp are bi.nlinl upon 
the outcome of this cue, <a 
daaic in the intricate workinp 
of our judicial system>. On 
numerous occasions death 
threats have been echoed 
throughout south suburbia in 
regard to the outcome of this 
trial. 
Normal Pointer dot: (left) leaps dl-sper.llel) 
(right). made nervous b� the experimenten. 
TheS(' two dogs arC' from a colonv of pure' 
bl"('d Pointl'rl' thnt has bi'C'n usc>cf for C'X­
pt"rimC'ntation sin<X' 1960. Some• of thl' 
PointC'n. nrC' normal OthC'rs havl' bi'C'n brP<l 
<'Specia l ly for nervousn<'SS charocwrizP<l by 
"timiditv S<'Vt>rl' human avl'rsion ancf a 
strong t��dl'ncy to d isplay rigid or cat:� ton· 
ic·likt> bf'havior." All  animals arl' r<'QUi red 
to l<'aP ovpr a barriC'r to ef;CIPf' electric 
shock dt>livt>rl'd through a shock collar. Th<' 
nonnal dogs ll'ap dC'Sperately to avoid tht> 
shock, but tllf' nC'rvous dogs "frN'u•" and 
suffer the shocks. 
Experimenters mE>asurt> tht> animals' 
heart rates, t>xplaining that h<'a rt ratE's an• 
thE' onlv index of the animals' control over 
their �h:wior bf'cause many of them are 
conditionro "urinators." "deff'Cators," or 
barkers or howlprs, adding, "We are accus­
tomro to freezing and deff'Cating in our 
nervous dogs with a scarcity of howling, 
whereas our more nonnal line of dogs 
when aversely shock<'d W<'l"(' mort- apt to bf'­
come hypt>ractive, oftf'n ·  rollin�t on tht>ir 
backs and howling. We can suggc•st vt-ry 
little to t>xplain tht' corrt>lation bf'twt't'n the 
to a• oid elct·trk �hoc!.. Tl'rrorized Pointer 
"f reeze..'" and �ullen the shock!>. 
high ht>art ral!• and SU('C(>SS at bar jumping. 
PNhnps mord inatC' fright is I"('Sponsihlt• for 
both disruption or h.'arning and thC' slo\\ 
hc•art ratt>s." 1 Cond Rc•Orx 6 1 2 1 : 1 97 1 l .  
OnC' or thc• C'Xpl'rimC'nt!'rS is supportc•cl by a 
RC'sc>a rch Scirnllst Award from thC' Nallon­
nl I nstitutt· of Mc•nt.a l  Hf'nlth. 
Con�trc•s.<; vot!'l' thc• monc>y to roucatf' 
studl•nts in such cru<'ltv in th<' nnme of 
"ht>a l t h  manpowN"· n iahl'l that mislPads 
tnxpayl'rs into bc•lirving that thE' monl'y is 
l1C'ing uSC'd for their own good. Thil> is tht> 
sam<' < ·ongnoss that g!'ts its •·ad viet'" from 
spC'cial int<'rc•st groups wh ich profit from 
larjlC'·scalt> animal resf'nrch - th<' samE' 
( 'onjlws.c; that Wrlft'l< evasiv<' lt>ttt>rs to con­
stitut>nt.c: who an• con<X>rnc>d enough to pro­
Uot;t We• want you to. know what is really 
bf'ing done' with your mont>y and how 
crul'lt:V to animals is masquE>rading as edu­
cation in our institutions of higher learning. 
Write to Vnitt>d Action for A nimals, Inc. 
.509 Fifth Ac•enur. Nt>w York, N.Y. 10017 
to find out mort' about tht>se and other bar­
baric experiments earned on in the name of 
education. 
Announcements 
Registration dates have been 
a n nounced for the spr ing·  
summer trimester at  Governors 
State University. 
�egistration will be April 13-14 
for the May 6-August 25, May 6-
June 30, and July 6-August 25 
blocks. . 
There will also be registration 
June 22-23 for the July 6-August 
25 block. 
Final registration will be April 
23 for the May-June and May­
August blocks and June 30 for the 
July•August block. 
Students will not be allowed to 
regi:ter if they have not �n 
admitted to the university, or if 
they have a n  outstanding 
f inancial  obl igat i on to the 
university. 
S t u d e n t  S e r v i c e s  w i l l  
a d m i ni s ter  a quest ionnaire 
during registration to  determine 
the roles of Student Services as 
perceived by the student body. 
T h e  c o m p l e t i o n  o f  t h i s  
questionnaire is part of the 
registration process. The date 
wiJI be collected just prior to the 
class card stations. 
Vets called for letter writing campaign 
Attention veterans ! S-2651 Committee on Education and Veterans Affairs Committee will 
<Sen. Cranston, D-CA> ,  the bill to Labor on HR 10797, but also the take a "Christmas Tree" ap­
continue the Veterans' Cost of House and Senate Appropriations proach and add a number of 
Instruction Program for 3 more Committees. That is where the amendments to this bill. We are 
years, is now an amendment to S- funding lies. pushing for the removal of the 
2657, the "Education Amend- In dealing with the Ap- delimiting date as one of these 
ments of 1975." On the House propriations Committees, urge amendments. We would like to 
side, the companion bill is HR them to do the following: ( 1 )  see the following added on to S-
10797, the "Veterans Cost of Fund the program for FY '77, and 969 :  
Instruction Program Extension (2)  fund i t  at least for $300 per full a. G.l .  Bill not be terminated 
Program,  a Drug and Alcohol 
Abuse Program and other 
provisions, one most notably 
being the inclusion of veterans 
with other than dishonorable 
discharges in the VA medical 
care programs. This is a very 
comprehensive and very good 
bill. We testified in support of this 
bill on February 19. 
Act," introduced by Represen- time equivalent veteran ) .  Fur- b .  D e l i m i t i ng d a t e  be  
tative Cornell < D-WI> .  No  im- ther, we urge you to solicit letters abolished/ extended 
mediate action is contemplated from your school administration c. Cost of Jiving raise included 
on HR 10797 at this time by the in support of the program and d. Assistant Secretary of Labor 
s u b - c o m m i t t e e  o n  P o s t - send, along with your letters, the for Veterans Position 
secondary Education of the program operations report and e. A provision that allows Post­
Committee on Education and the fiscal report to show these K o re a n I C o  1 d W a r V e t s 
One final word, without your 
support, we cannot realize the 
goals that have been established 
by you, the membership. Your 
letters and your calls to the 
Congressmen are what gets 
results. We cannot do it without 
Labor of the House. However, S- Senators and Representatives <discharged between '55 and '66) your action. 
2657 has been reported out of sub- what this program does and what to complete their educational 
committee on the Senate side, it means to veterans and programs. 
and we contemplate some type of education. We also urge that you S-2908 - Veteran s '  Omnibus 
action by the end of the month. contact your own senators and Health Care Act of 1976 <Sen. 
That bill is in the Labor and representatives and solicit their Cranston. D-CA> 
Public Welfare Committee. support of this program . 8-2908 is a composite Health 
We urge you not only to write S-tu Removal of the Restriction Care package which includes 
the members of the Senate on the t Month Extension < Sea. Psychological Readjustment 
Committee on Labor and Public Hartke, D-IN > C a r e  a n d  T re a t m e n t ,  a 
Welfare on 8-2657, and the House Latest word is that the Senate p r e v e n t  a t i v e H e  a 1 t h C a r e  
' 
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.: AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK : 
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. 
· OFFERS · • 
: ·FREE CHECKING. ACCOUNT : 
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: NO .MINIMUM BALANCE : 
: NO SERVICE CHARGE CHECKING : 
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-PHYSICIAN, HEAL 
d e d i c a t e d  t o  c o m m u n i t y  
development, he said. However, 
people from the community, 
defined as the 80 municipalities in 
the south suburbs, had expressed 
frustration in not knowing how to 
feed in questions and suggestions 
about their needs. 
councils, and sbe plans to include 
them in the work relating to 
agencies and groups in the 
university's service area. She 
said she had wished there were 
time to include the council people 
in the recent racial clash at the 
university, which, she said, was 
not an "uprising", but a problem. 
Some newspapers had built up 
the incident, she said. 
THYSELF 
Dr. Mary Ella Robertson, vice­
p r e s i d e n t  f o r  C o m m u n i t y 
Service, said "The cold war 
between town and gown is over, it 
appears", when she answered 
questions posed by the joint 
community councils this month. 
A series of comments and 
discussions from the councils of 
the four colleges, culminated in a 
meeting with Dr. Robertson on 
March 9. The vice-president told 
t h e  c o u n c i l  a n d  f a c u l t y  
representatives that the long 
history of United States colleges 
and universities being for the 
elite, unrelated to community 
needs, had held back the 
commitment of research and 
service to the community. It is no 
wonder, she said, that colleges 
and universities "have been 
perceived as racist", as well as 
disinterested in the ordinary 
citizen. 
Commending the extension 
service of the agricultural 
schools as being the first real . 
Uni ted States effort to use ! 
research to educate the public, 
D r .  R o b e r t s o n  s a i d  v e r y  
few universities have identified 
aiding the community to the 
extent of giving faculty time to 
that purpose. 
Admitting that Governors State 
has less faculty per student than 
when the university was started, 
resu l t i ng i n  a n  inc reased 
tea c h i ng load per facul ty  
member and less time to  give a 
great deal of service, she said 
that  her off ice has been 
redefining its goals this past 
year. The publicly stated offer of 
service is still true, she said, but 
the university must consider how 
best it can be of service without 
being torn apart by too many 
diverse commitments. 
In the council representatives' 
d i s c u s s i o n  o f  t h e i r  r o l e ,  
preceding Dr. Robertson's talk, 
m o s t  c o m m e n t s  r e v e a l e d  
dissatisfaction with the kind of 
requests made of them. The hope 
had been, they said, of being 
"support i ve " ,  " i nvolved " ,  
" he l p i ng " ,  i n  re lat ion  t o  
Governors State University. Most 
said they did not feel the councils 
had had a chance to make use of 
the people they had recruited. 
From the Business and Public 
Service council the commentary 
was "The community ought to 
know we have a university out 
here where you can get a 
degree.'' Emphasizing the lack of 
community understanding of 
what Governors State actually 
offers, one person said it is now 
very vague. 
"The development of the south 
s u b u r b s  w e r e n a m e d  a s  
something community people 
should know about. How to feed in 
suggestions and information was 
identified as a process the 
community needs to know and 
SPRING-SUMMER TRIMESTER CALENDAR 
Registration for All Blocks 
Clean-up Registration for All Blocks 
Classes begin for May-August and 
May-June Blocks 
Changes in Schedule for May-August and 
July-August Blocks 
Changes in Schedule for May-June Block 
Last Day for Refund for Dropping May-August or 
May-June Units and/ or Modules 
VACATION-Memorial Day 
Registration for July-August Block 
Clean-up Registration for July-August Block 
VACATION-Independence Day Observance 
Classes begin for July-August Block 
Changes in Schedule for July-August Block 
Last Day for Refund for Dropping July-August 
Units and/ or Modules 
Commencement 
End of Spring-Summer Trimester 
April 13,14 
April 23 
May 6 
May 6 to 12 
May 6 to 8  
May 16 
May 31 
June 22, 23 
June 30 
July S 
July 6 
July 6, 7, 8 
July 16  
August 22 
August 25 
Classifieds 
Lionel trains wanted. Top dol lar 
paid.  Cal l  747-5060. 
For Sa le : Business, in the area of For Sale:  24" portable Zenith 
servicing. w i l l  tra i n .  $350 to $400 Color TV, excellent condition, 
per month. Days only,  considered S225. 1 966 Chevrolet Van, S200. 
part-time. Contact: Mary, ext. 2316. 
that could be aided by the 
councils. 
Moderated by Dr. Elmer Witt, 
faculty member and Cultural 
Studies council representative, 
the d iscussion resul ted i n  
c o m p l a i n t s  a n d  
recommendations. Each of the 
councils said that since active, 
committed people had been 
recruited for the councils, they 
should be used for important 
decision making, even if it did not 
relate to course offerings. 
In some places, Dr. Witt said, 
GSU is still a "dirty word" and 
people were "ticked off more 
than a few times" at the lack of 
response they felt had been given 
their suggestions or requests. 
We are here, Dr. Robertson 
said, to help people, including the 
community people, "define their 
values", and that will be a 
continuing need to which the 
university is dedicated. 
The history of the councils, 
dating back several years, were 
explained by Dr.  Witt. The 
councils were basic to the 
concept that the university was 
"We think more bridges are 
possible", the faculty member 
summarized . " I  hear these 
people ( the council members) 
saying we don't understand our 
tie with the college" . He said the 
councils also wanted to establish 
r e l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  e t h n i c  
communities and the university, 
to make Governors State a 
cultural center. 
Dr .  Robertson sa id ,  the 
university does recognize the 
importance of the community 
Innovators Adhoc Committee Minutes 
We met with Mr. Doug Davis and 
proposed that an Ad Hoc committee of 
concern students assist in the process of 
getting the paper in standard operation 
condition. Mr. Davis agreed that we 
could volunteer our services until such 
time that he was able to investigate the 
status of committees and other related 
resources supposely established in the 
past to deal with related functions of the 
Innovator. 
Members of the Ad Hoc committee 
talked to some of the Innevator's staff 
and learned the following: 
1. The Editor-Tom Mandel has resigned 
2. 10,000 copies of the paper were 
published last publication date < usually 
4�5000 are published> 
3. Some of paper's staff are getting paid 
but are not producing; only come in to 
sign time sheets 
4. Lack of consideration for fellow staff 
members 
5. Or organization of files to any 
reliable degree 
6. No leadership 
7. One or two people doing all of the 
work 
8 .  N o  d e s i g n a t e /  d e pe n d a b l e  
photographer 
9. Very low morale 
10. Clique rather than organizational 
structure 
1 1 .  No mean of transportation to and 
from the printers 
12. List goes on . . . .  
After members of the Ad Hoc 
committee removed bundles of papers 
from in front of the elevators and other 
areas of the University ; took them back 
to the Innovators office for a count we 
found that over 5,000 papers had not 
been distributed; we suggested that the 
staff call the printer and see if they 
could get a discount on the next issue 
with the return of the excess papers. 
The followering day member of the 
committee checked and was told that 
the papers had been distributed but 
latter found the papers hid in a 
l o c k e r . C o n c e r n  S t u d e n t  
reprensentatives/ Ad Hoc committee 
suggest that instead of considering 
discontinuation of the paper that the 
employment of the apathetic and lack 
adasical members of the staff be re­
assigned and concerned students 
interested in making the paper work be 
employmed to innovate for the 
Innovator. Until such time the Ad Hoc 
com mittee of Concerned Student 
Representatives call on all concern 
students to volunteer some of their 
services to the operation of the 
Innovator. 
Concern Student Representatives 
. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. 
GUIDE TO MONEY 
FOR HIGHER EDUt:;ATION 
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and 
Financial Aid Source - items valuea at over 
$500 million dollars. ., .  . . 
Contains the most up-to-date information oa: 
I, by virtue of my responsibility and the power to act, given the 
opportunity and aware of the need, do assume the role of Student • ' • 
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs, 
cooperative education programS', and summer job opportunities; for 
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprof-essional 
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post­
graduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local 
levels by the federal government, states, cities; foundations, corpora­
tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations, 
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well 
as excellent students, both with and without need. 
Government, Governor's State University, representative of We, 
the people, in order to form a more perfect union. 
And I, by copy of this memo, do appoint myself President of the 
Governors State University's Student Government. Tbis official 
notice can be nullified only by the officially recognized Studen& 
Government of Governors State University. 
Signed T. Mandel 
SPORTS 
The GSU basketball team played Prairie State on Thursday, 
April 8. The players from GSU were Lamont Parker, Henry 
Barton, Roy Stanley, with referee Michael Hill. These few players 
managed to score 62 points, but lost to Prairie State by 18 points. 
BENNETT PUBLISHING CO. 
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 021 14. 
Please rush me __ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA­
TION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy. 
I am enclosing $ (check or money order) . 
Name ________ ���---------------------------------------------
Adddr���--�--------------��--------------�---------------
City State Zip 
------------�����---------- --------- --�-© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishina Co. 
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past year, and for several prior 
years, can give additional input 
to the decision-making process 
rel ative to these units .  I f  
signi ficant change"s h ave oc­
curred in the perceptions of the 
professional staff, then this in­
formation can po int to further 
revi ew of the ci rcumsta nces 
related to these changes. 
The results obtained through 
this survey yield a general profile 
of the degree of accomplishment 
of the goals of the administrative 
units. A relative measure of a 
unit's effectiveness can be made 
by comparing it with the overall 
University measure or the 
measures of the other units. 
Methodology 
The information analyzed in 
this study was obtai ned by 
di st r i buting t he survey in­
strument ( Appendix A >  to al l  
professional staff members at 
GSU the last week in January. 
Following the initial mailing of 
the s ur vey i ns t r u m en t ,  a 
reminder letter was sent to the 
non-respondents and all were 
rem inded to return the in­
strument by February 16, 1976. 
By February 16, 1976 a total of 
1 1 8 signed questionna i res had 
been returned to R · & I which 
represented 54.6 percent of those 
sent out (216) .  This percent of 
return represents a decline from 
the 1975 return rate of 64.4 per­
cent 034 > .  There doesn't seem to 
be any obvious reason for this 
decline as approximately the 
same time frame was given last 
year and there has been little 
strenuous overt objection to the 
study. 
T.tblc 2 
t.XTERNAL PERCEPTIOIIS - 1 ''l u i ,.. Ull l l  h.h ht't·n •;UlT\.'�: ful Jl\ llt:jiJ«at·Ut l l� th,, ):n.d"' , u.t •lhj,·C' t iV4· nf t luo UntvC"r�; J l _v , "  
Frequency o f  Rca;ponoca 1 
In 1976 there were two changes 
i n  t he s u r vey i ns t r u m e n t ; 
Communications was changed to 
U n i v e r si ty R el a t i on s ,  a n d 
Community Service was added to 
the instrument. 
Procedure for Analyzing Results 
Respondents were asked to 
rate each unit on each of the 
seven statements. Response 
options were : 4-Strongly Agree, 
3-Agree, 2-Disagree, !-Strongly 
Disagree. Respondents who did 
not wish to make a judgment 
were instructed to mark an X in 
the appropr iate squa re. All  
statements were worded such 
that the measurement scale for 
each went from the m"ost 
favorable response of 4 to the 
least favorable response of 1 .  
The following poi nts were 
taken into consideration so that 
the results would represent the 
most fair and objective per­
cept ions po ssi ble under the 
limitations of the study : 
2 
a l Perceptions regarding the 
responden t 's own unit  were 
di sregarded in tal lying the 
resul ts. 
b) When a respondent marked 
a 1 ,  2, or X for Statement 111 ( I  feel 
qual ified to make evaluative 
judgments about this unit > ,  his 
responses for that unit were 
disregarded in tallying the 
resul ts. 
For each unit  and each 
sta t e m en t ,  t he n u m ber o f  
r e s p o n d e n t s ,  f r e q u e n c y  
distribution, and mean score are 
given. Additionally, the total 
num ber of Negative ( 1 ,  2) and 
Positive ( 3, 4) perceptions are 
recorded so that data are com­
parable to prior years. 
Distribution of Respondents 
Table 1 gives the number of 
professional st aff responding 
each of the last 4 years in each of 
the administrative units. The 
number of respondents in several 
units must necessar ily be small 
T.1bh• 4 .  
EXTERNAL PERCEPTIONS 
because several units have only 
one or two professional staff 
members. Only two units have 
consistently failed to respond to 
this survey over the last four 
years and they are: ( 1 )  Per­
sonnel Office and (2)  Public 
S a f et y .  T he g rea t es t  c o n ­
centration o f  professional staff is, 
of course, in the colleges and tile 
LRC, and this is where the bulk of 
the responses come from each 
year. Although there was a 
decrease in the total number of 
respo ndents this year, when 
compared to last year ,  no par­
ticular unit seems to have a 
significantly smaller number of 
participants in the survey. 
It can be noted in reviewing 
subsequent tables that no unit 
was evaluated by any more than 
three-fourths of those responding 
to the survey. In general , it ap­
pears that respondents evaluated 
those units that they felt they 
could legitimately evaluate. 
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SUMMARY OF ACTIONS TAKEN AT BOARD MEETING ON MARCH 18, 1976 
HOARD 01<' GOVERNORS SYSTEM 
1 • Adopted Collective Bargaining Regulations. 
2 -- Awarded contract for paper, bid by the Illinois Educational 
Consortium. 
3 -- Approved program changes for Chicago State University. 
4 -- Approved leasing of additional space for Central Office. 
5 -- Adopted Calendar of Board Meetings for Fiscal TT. 
6 -- Approved line item transfer of funds from Travel, Operation 
of Automotive Equipment and Contractual to Telecommunications 
and Commodities. 
7--Approved revised list of c�pita! priorities for FYTT. 
8 -- Received Report from Executive Officer, Dr. Donald E. 
Walters, on Enrollment and Resources in FYTT. Concurred in the 
suggestion of Dr. Walters to limit additional enrollment. 
9 -- Received report from Dr. Walters on Tuition, entitled "The 
Cost of Higher Education in Illinois - Who Pays?" 
10 -- Received summary of Course Adds and Drops at the five 
universities for Calendar Year 1975. 
1 1  -- Received Report of Board of Higher Education action on 
requests for new programs. 
12 -- Received report of the Executive Committee approving 
agreement with the State of Illinois Institute for Environmental 
Quality and Governors State University, awarding $14,465 to the 
University to conduct research in the area of pollution control 
regulations. 
13 -- Received report on the Cooperative Computer Center. 
14 -- Received report of the Council of Faculties Chairman of the 
Committee on Salary. Report recommends policy on "catch-up" to 
eliminate discrepancies which exist between the BOG universities 
and the other public universities of Illinois. 
15 -- Received Reports of the Presidential Search Committees 
for Governors State University and Northeastern Illinois 
University. 
CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY 
1 -- Received routine reports on the status of applications and 
personnel transactions including the report on minority and female 
employment. 
2 -- Approved purchases --
Air conditioning maintenance 
Workstations and partitions for offices 
Computerized Energy Management System 
3 -- Parking Fee Schedule for Spring/ Summer 1976 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
1 -- Receive routine reportS on- status of applications and 
personnel transactions including the report of minority and female 
employment. 
2 -- Received report of grants. 
3--Approved continuation of employment of Dr. Harvey Pettry, 
University Physician. 
4 -- Approved PuJ'chase of IBM paper, china for the residence 
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halls; dishwasher for the residence halls; deferred request to purch-1 
ase printing press. 
5 -- Approved increase in room and board rates in amount of $50 
per year, effective with Fall Semester, 1976, in the residence halls; 
and increase in rental of the University Apartments. 
6 -- Congratulated Eastern Illinois University for outstanding 
achievement through athletic excellence of the basketball team 
who advanced to the semi-final round of the NCAA Division II  
National Basketball Championship. ,Jr· 
(iOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY 
1 - Received routine reports on personnel transactions including 
the female and minority employment report and report on 
grants/ contracts. 
2 -- Received presentation by Dr. Virginio Piucci on the Self­
Instructional Materials program. 
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
1 -- Received routine reports on status of admissions, personnel 
transactions including report on female and minority employment 
and purchases exceeding $2500 and under $5,000. 
2 -- Approved additional payment in amount of $2,500 to Rolf 
Jensen & Associates, Engineer for the installation of the Fire 
Alarm System. 
3 -- Approved re-bidding of equipment for the Bookstore in the 
Commuter Center remodeled facilities and acceptance of bid for 
installation of equipment. 
4 -- Waived Board policy on Civil Service Employees 
accumulation of leave for those employees required to work on 
implementation of computer system. 
5 -- Approved request for line item transfer of funds from Travel, 
Equipment andCommodities to Personal Services, Contractual, 
and Operation of Automotive Equipment. 
WESTERN I LLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
1 -- Received routine report on status of applications and 
summary of personnel transactions including female and minority 
employment. 
2 -- Approved purchase of partitions to provide handball and 
paddle ball courts in Western Hall. 
3 -- Approved request to retain technical consultants for 
installation of electric demand service. 
4 -- Approved request to increase Revenue Bond Fee by $2 per 
quarter. 
5 -- Approved request to increase room and board charges by $3 
per week, effective September 1, 1976. 
6 -- Approved request to transfer funds from Equipment and 
Travel to Telecommunications and Contractual Services. 
7 -- Received report on Educational Television program. 
. 
We Want You r  Feedback! !  
Dear Readers : 
The Innovator is concerned about its 
image. To help us know where we 
stand, how we can improve ourselves, 
and how we can continue to serve your 
needs, we are putting these questions to 
you. 
Your responses to these important 
questions are crucial to the future of the 
Innovator. Your cooperation in this 
survey will not only help the Innovator 
but will also provide a more interesting 
and pleasant reading environment for 
yourselves. 
1 .  How would you rate the Innovator as a student newspaper? 
Excellent-- Very good- Good- Fair-- Poor-- Very 
Poor--
2. Do you feel the name Innovator is appropriate? 
Very appropriate-- Appropriate-- So-so-- Inappropriate-­
Very inappropriate---
3. Do you think the articles in the Innovator are relevant? 
Very Relevant-- Readable-- So-So-- Not Relevant-­
Very lrrelevant--
4. Do you find the articles in the Innovator readable? 
Very Readable-- Readable-- So-So-- Not Readable-­
Very Unreadable---
5. Is the Innovator informative : 
Very informative-- Informative-- So-So-- Not Informative-­
Very Uninformative--
6. Do you think the Innovator is sensitive enought to the student's needs: 
Very Sensitive-- Sensitive-- So-So-- Not Sensitive-­
Very Insensitive--
? . Are you satisfied with the present format of the Innovator? 
Very Satisfied-- Satisfied- So-So-- Not Satisfied-­
Very Unsatisfied-
B. How would you rate the Innovator with other college newspapers? 
Lot better-- Better-- Comparable-- Poorer-- A lot 
poorer--
9. Do you contribute articles to the Innovator? 
Yes-- No--
10. Does the Innovator come out often enough to your liking? 
Often enough-- Enough-- So-So-- Not enough-- Not often 
enough--
1 1 .  How would you rate the news coverage of the Innovator? 
Very good- Good-- So-so-- Poor-- Very Poor--
12. Do you see the Innovator doing Investigative Journalism? 
Yes-- Uncertain- Nlo----
13. Do you think the Innovator should publish controversial articles? 
Yes-- Uncertain-- No--
14. Would you like seeing Coop-Ed jobs published? 
Yes-- Uncertain-- No--
15. Do you find the ads useful? 
Very Useful-- Useful-- So-So-- Not Useful-- Very 
Unuseful--
To submit your responses, simply fill 
out the questionnaire below, tear it 
from the paper and drop it in the box set 
up in three locations by April 17. These 
locat ions a re as fol low s :  t h e  
I nnovator 's  o f f i c e  < beh ind  the 
Community Conference Room> ,  outside 
the LRC < second floor> 
Thank you. 
16. Would you like to see more poems? 
Yes-- Uncertain--· No--
17. Do you like the feature stories? 
Yes-- Uncertain-- No--
18. Does the Innovator need more feature stories? 
Yes-- Uncertain-- No--
19. Do you find the editorial interesting? 
Sincerely yours, 
Rodney C. Smith 
c/ o the Innovator 
Very interesting-- Interesting-- So-So-- Uninteresting-­
Very uninteresting--
20. Would you like to see more columns in the Innovator? 
Yes-- Uncertain-- No--
I f  y e s ,  p l e a s e  
specify·--------
2 1 .  Would you like a man-on·the-street column? 
Like it very much-- Like it-- So-So-- Dislike it-­
Dislike it very much--
22. Would you like to see more pictorial news? 
Like it very much-- Like it-- So-So-- Dislike it-­
Dislike it very much--
23. Is the Innovator prompt in printing your submissions? 
Very prompt-- Prompt-- So-So-- Late-- Very late--
24. Do you feel the Innovator fills up space usefully? 
Yes-- Uncertain- No--
25. What do you think of the newsbriefs? 
Very good- Good-- So-so-- Poor-- Very poor--
26. Is the column "Letters to the Editor" important? 
Very important-- Important-- So-so-- Unimportant-­
Very Unimportant--
27. Do you think photographs would enhance the story? 
Yes-- Uncertain- No--
28. How would you rate the photographs in the Innovator? 
Excellent-- Very good-- Good-- Fair-- Poor-- Very 
poor--
29. How would you rate the accuracy of the reporting on the Innovator? 
Very accurate-- Accurate-- Fair-- Inaccurate-- Very 
Inaccurate--
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18 19 
2nd 
20 3 
21 ._RAMP 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL. 
3rd 
c 
2 
c � . 
code 
Juet .. e���• you .. , loat 
I 
Directory 
1 st Floor 
1 Boiler Room 
2 Gymnasium 
3 Swimming Pool 
4 Multi-Purpose Room 
5 Handbal l  Court 
6 Personnel Office 
7 Central Duplicating 
8 Department of Public Safety 
9 Switchboard 
1 0  Business Office 
1 1  N urse's Office 
1 2  Cashier 
1 3  Admissions & Records 
1 3  Cooperative Education 
1 3  Registrar 
14 Financial Aids 
1 4 a  Student Services 
1 4  University Advocate 
1 5  Community Conference Room 
Drama Workshop 1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Hall  of Governors 
I nstructional Communications Center 
Kitchen 
Cafeteria 
Bookstore 
Multi-Media Dome 
Recital Hall  
College of Cultural Studies 
College of Environmental & Applied Sciences 
2nd Floor 
1 Recreative Stud ies 
2 Computer Center • 
3 Learning Resources Center 
4 College of Cultural Studies 
5 College of Environmental & Appl ied Sciences 
• Access via 1 st floor elevator. 
3rd Floor 
1 College of Business & Public Service 
2 College of Human Learning & Development 
3 Communications 
4 President's Office 
5 Research & I nnovation 
6 Academic Affairs 
6 Junior College Relations 
6 University Vice Presidents 
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